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Resolving Conflicts Over Climate
Change Solutions: Making the Case

for Mediation
Alana Knaster*
This article explores the role that mediation can play in resolving the
conflicts that are emerging in the climate change arena. Case studies
describing mediation of disputes over air quality standards, timber
harvesting, species protection,and ecosystems restoration,which resulted in
consensus agreements among multiple, diverse stakeholder groups,
demonstrate its applicability to the climate change arena. Mediation is not
suited to every dispute or set of disputants. However, an analysis of the
opportunities and constraintsfor addressing climate change disputes at the
state, regional, and local levels suggests that mediated negotiations is well
suited for resolving a number of the conflicts that are emerging over the
siting of alternative energy projects, stringency of new regulations, and
allocation of responsibilityand costs amongjurisdictionsfor reducinggreen
house gas emissions.
I.

INTRODUCTION

There has been significant public support for government programs to
address the effects of climate change by reducing green house gas
emissions.' Many communities are initiating "green" programs by planting
trees, banning plastic bags, or providing incentives for solar or wind energy
projects.! These communities recognize that even small efforts at the local
level can make a difference. Moreover, as the cost of fossil fuel soars,
. Alana Knaster is the Deputy Director of the Monterey County Resource Management Agency.
Prior to joining the staff of Monterey County, she was the President of the Mediation Institute, a
national non-profit firm that specialized in the mediation of complex, multi-party public policy
disputes. Ms. Knaster has mediated dozens of environmental disputes over issues relating to
sustainable resource management, pollution reduction, land use, and endangered species. She has
been on the faculty of the Straus Institute, Pepperdine University School of Law, since 1989. Ms.
Knaster is also the former Mayor of the City of Hidden Hills, California.
1. See generally Cool California, http://www.coolcalifomia.org (last visited Mar. 31, 2010).
2. Id.
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traditional opponents of new environmental initiatives have gotten on the
bandwagon to reduce energy consumption as a means of trimming costs for
power to operate homes and businesses.3
However, achieving even the minimum green house emission reductions
that scientists indicate are critical to reverse the effects of climate change
will take extraordinary measures. The regulations and measures necessary
to reduce green house gases will have significant economic repercussions.
Many of the solutions that are likely to be effective will change how we
conduct business and our lives.
As deadlines for adopting more
comprehensive programs approach, the battle lines are once again being
drawn.
Pepperdine University School of Law hosted a conference on September
25, 2009, that brought together government officials, representatives of
public interest groups, and dispute resolution professionals to assess the
challenges California faces in meeting mandates to reduce green house gas
emissions, and to identify the opportunities for resolving potential conflicts
through collaborative problem solving.4 The conference sponsors sought to
recognize the progress that has been made through joint problem-solving
efforts among diverse interest groups that have characterized the initial
attempts to confront global warming. The conference title, "Taking It
Upstream," denoted that the next phase would require greater resolve and
more concerted effort to overcome the obstacles that lay ahead.
The conference was designed as an "un-conference" with the intent to
facilitate dialogue utilizing a range of innovative approaches for participant
engagement.5 In addition, the conference afforded opportunities for
evaluating the efficacy and applicability of these and other innovative
approaches to enhance public engagement in the climate change dialogue.
The conversation at the conference also focused on how best to build a
consensus among competing interests as new regulations and initiatives are
unveiled, and whether consensus is possible.
3. See generally Keith Johnson, Wal-Mart in China: Going Green Despite the Downturn,
WALL STREET J., http://blogs.wsj.com/enviromnentalcapital/2008/10/22/wal-mart-in-china-going-

green-despite-the-downturn/ (last visited Apr. 3, 2010); Gina-Marie Cheeseman, How Target Invests
in Sustainability, TRIPLE PUNDIT, http://www.triplepundit.com/2009/1 1/how-target-invests-insustainability/ (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
4. Straus Institute for Dispute Resolution & the Geoffrey H. Palmer Center for
Entrepreneurship
& the Law, Taking It Upstream, http:/law.pepperdine.edu/newsevents/events/upstream/ (last visited Mar. 31, 2010). This site includes the conference program, lists
of speakers, agenda, and audio records pertaining to the purpose and outcome of the conference. See
id. The discussion below reflects the notes of the author who chaired several panels at conference.
5. See Straus Institute for Dispute Resolution & the Geoffrey H. Palmer Center for
Entrepreneurship & the Law, "What Is an Unconference," http://law.pepperdine.edu/newsevents/events/upstream/unconference.htm (last visited Mar. 31, 2010).
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There was considerable dialogue among the participants of Taking It
Upstream regarding whether consensus-building and mediation would be
effective strategies in the climate change arena, and if so, in what context.
Several panel members described the effective use of mediated negotiations
in their agency to build support for critically needed public works facilities.
One panel member noted that the experience changed how his agency
engaged with the public. Although time-consuming and difficult, mediated
negotiations that involved agency staff and potentially impacted community
groups in the planning, evaluation, and design of facilities invested them in
the outcome. Contrary to common perceptions, the compromises that were
reached resulted in better, more creative outcomes, avoided litigation, and
saved costs in the long run.
Other government officials cited the lack of experienced staff to
facilitate a public consensus-building process. Still others expressed
frustration over the ability to achieve unanimity in their community and
concerns about the "nay sayers" who could crater what might have been a
productive effort. They questioned whether consensus should be re-defined
as less than 100% agreement.
In the afternoon elected officials panel, participants stressed the
importance of determining what approach for public engagement best fits a
particular issue or conflict. First, it is important for government officials to
set appropriate expectations before they launch a collaborative effort. If the
goal is to obtain meaningful public input that will help inform the decision
of an agency, then these boundaries should be stated upfront. It is also
critical to provide feedback to constituents on how their input informed the
process. If the goal is to reach consensus on specific details of a policy, then
the process should be designed to achieve this outcome. The elected
officials panel members also emphasized that absent community consensus,
elected officials needed to make it clear that they would make the difficult
decisions. One of the clear messages of the conference was the importance
of engaging the public in decision-making on climate change, and
identifying what processes for public engagement were best suited to a
particular issue or community.
This article will explore the role that mediation can play in resolving the
conflicts that are likely to emerge in the climate change arena. Two other
articles in this issue (Greenway and Zikman) provide a discussion of
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innovative public engagement techniques. 6 There are conflicts that can best
be addressed through mediated negotiations and others that lend themselves
to different strategies and public engagement techniques. Mediation is not
suitable for every dispute or set of disputants.
Before proceeding, it is important to define some of the terms that will
be used in this article.7 The terms "green house gases," "climate change,"
and "global warming" are used interchangeably. Green house gases (GHGs)
are the by-product of carbon combustion (i.e. the burning of coal or
gasoline). 8 The primary gases of concern are carbon dioxide, methane,
ozone, nitrous oxide, and chlorofluorocarbons. 9 Energy consumption and
transportation are the largest sources of carbon emissions.' ° The increase in
carbon emissions over the past century has resulted in global warming."
Scientists have measured changes in the ozone layer-as evidenced in holes
in the layers above the north and south poles-which has then been
attributed to global warming and other climate changes. 2 The impacts of
climate change will vary around the planet. For example, there may be
more or less rainfall in a particular region resulting in extreme changes in
cropping patterns.' 3 In addition, it is anticipated that there could be
additional sea-level rise from the melting of glaciers, increased flooding, and
increased threats of forest fires. 14 There are also concerns about

6. See Greg Greenway, Getting the Green Light for Senate Bill 375: Public Engagementfor
Climate-FriendlyLand Use in California, 10 PEPP. DIsP. RESOL. L.J. 433 (2010); Steve Zikman,
South Pasadena:A Dialogue on Dialogue, 10 PEPP. DiSP. RESOL.. L.J. 355 (2010).

7. Many of the definitions provided can be found in AB 32 "Global Warming Solutions Act
of 2006," passed by the California legislature and now found under California Health and Safety
Code section 38500. See California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, 2006 Cal. Legis. Serv.
2755 (West) (codified as amended at CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 38500 (West 2006), available
at http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/docs/ab32text.pdf
The Climate Change Scoping Plan also contains
definitions

of several key terms.

CAL. AIR RES. BD., CLIMATE CHANGE SCOPING PLAN,

APPENDICES,
VOL.
1,
at
B-12
to
B-14
(2008),
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/document/appendices-volume 1.pdf.
8. Id
9. Id
10. Id.
11.

See

INTERGOVERNMENTAL

PANEL

ON

CLIMATE

available

at

CHANGE

(IPCC), Summary for
- CONTRIBUTION OF
WORKING GROUP I TO THE FOURTH ASSESSMENT REPORT OF THE IPCC (2007), available at

Policymakers, in CLIMATE CHANGE 2007: THE PHYSICAL SCIENCE BASIS

http://www.ipcc-wgl .unibe.ch/publications/wgI -ar4/ar4-wgI -spm.pdf.
12. See generally Working Group I Fourth Assessment Report, IPCC, http://www.ipccwg l.unibe.chlpublications/wg l-ar4/wgl-ar4.html (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
13. See generally id
14. See generally id
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deforestation around the globe as cutting forests results in less removal of
carbon from the atmosphere. 5
Scientists have also indicated that cumulative reduction of GHGs is
necessary to address the problem of climate change.16 Merely moving the
problem to another city, state or country will not address the global impacts.
Local action is important because every reduction in energy even at the
household level equates to a cumulative benefit. To make a dent in the
problem, however, regional and statewide approaches must be crafted.'7
There are many individuals who believe that the changes in climate are
not attributable to green house gases, but are cyclical effects that have
occurred before on this planet.' 8 They contest the science behind global
warming. Others dispute the urgency of responding to these effects and
have expressed concerns about the cost.' 9 The conflicts that will be
discussed in this article pertain primarily to legislation that has been
proposed or is under consideration that mandate specific targets for reducing
GHG-emissions in the next decade and in the next forty years.
The article also refers to several dispute resolution techniques that are
described below.
Mediation. Mediation is often defined as negotiation with the assistance
of a neutral third party.z Unlike an arbitrator or a judge, a mediator cannot
impose a solution on the parties.2' Mediation is generally a voluntary
process.22 Mediators are jointly selected by the parties and must be
acceptable to all of the interests. 23 The process is governed by rules of
confidentiality. 24 The mediator employs shuttle diplomacy to assist the
15.
16.

See generally id.
See generally id.

17. See CAL. AIR RES. BD., supranote 7. The Climate Change Scoping Plan includes many of
the measures that will be developed by the State of California Air Resource Board pursuant to AB
32. See id. The scoping plan also includes a history of the issue of climate change and discusses the
need for collaborative action. See id. at C-49-54 for a discussion of the role of local government.
18. See generally Global Warming Hoax, 141 Scientists Sign Letter to LW Secretary-General
Warming,
Global
Questioning

http://www.globalwarminghoax.com/comment.php?comment.news. 123.1 (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
19. See generally Global Warming Hoax, http://www.globalwarminghoax.com (last visited
Apr. 3, 2010).
20. STEPHEN B. GOLDBERG ET AL., DISPUTE RESOLUTION: NEGOTIATION, MEDIATION, AND
OTHER PROCESSES 111 (4th ed. 2003).

21. Id.
22. Id. at4.
23. Id.
24. See id. at 427-34.
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parties in reaching an agreement, and any agreement reached is binding."
The mediator facilitates the dialogue, meets separately with the disputant to
encourage the generation of options for settlement, and typically designs and
orchestrates the negotiation process.2 6 In the public policy context, the
mediator plays a significant role in helping to convene the discussions, is
likely to meet with the parties between meetings, and may also be asked to
play a role in the joint implementation of the agreement.
Facilitation. Facilitation is the process of managing discussion in a
group setting.27 It can be especially effective if the facilitator has no stake in
the issues under discussion. A facilitator may be a group member or staff
from the agency that is hosting the meeting. 28 For public involvement
processes that are intended to enhance public participation, but are not
specifically intended as negotiations, there is a full range of facilitation
techniques that have been successfully employed. 29 The facilitator is
responsible for ensuring that the agenda is clear, that information necessary
for obtaining input is provided, that creativity is encouraged, and that the
parties talk to one another rather than at one another. 30 The outcome can be
consensus on the issues, but typically a facilitated meeting or process will
result in identification of options, evaluation and narrowing of options, and
providing direction to decision-makers on preferences. 31
Mediators are also facilitators. They use facilitation techniques to
progress the dialogue and build a consensus.32 Not all facilitators are
mediators, however. The key distinction is in the formal relationship of the
mediator to the parties, the rules of confidentiality, and the intended product
of the process-a unanimous binding agreement.33
Convening. Parties who are engaged in a dispute or who are considering
whether they are interested in participating in a public policy dialogue may
not have a mechanism for coming together.34
Convening involves
identifying the individuals or interests that wish to participate or are

25.
26.

See id. at 117-18.
See id.

27. LAWRENCE SUSSKIND ET AL., THE CONSENSUS BUILDING HANDBOOK: A COMPREHENSIVE
GUIDE TO REACHING AGREEMENT 7, 207 (1999).

28.
29.
30.

Id. at6.
Id.
See id.

31.

See id.

32.
33.
34.
process,

Id. at 8.
Id. at 8-9.
Id. at 20-24, 169-97. Chris Carlson, in Chapter 4, provides two examples of a convening
one in a community context and a second for a federal agency. Id. at 171-75.
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necessary to participate for the discussions to be productive.35 Convening is
typically the first step in the mediation process.36 It may also involve
process design that is tailored to the unique circumstances of a particular
conflict.37 Unlike the typical litigated case in which the parties are already
identified (the plaintiff and the defendant, for example), the decision on who
needs to participate in resolving a public policy dispute is complicated.3 8
The mediator, as convener, may consult with the lead sponsor or
sponsors of the potential process to identify the parties that need to be
contacted to ascertain support and interest in the process.39 Confidential
interviews determine what issues lend themselves to negotiation-whether
parties are willing to participate, and who else needs to be included for talks
to proceed. This feasibility assessment will suggest whether a process is
appropriate, and if it is, will determine the shape of the table, issues, and
process design.40 If a process is not feasible, then the convener may suggest
variations on the process that will either help dialogue to progress, address a
subset of the issues, or recommend that a process is not viable.4 '
Consensus. Consensus is defined as general agreement.42 In the
mediation context, consensus implies the unanimous consent of all of the
parties to a set of actions or outcomes.43 Parties in consensus processes have
developed different variations on this definition.44 Some have defined
consensus as agreement on all of the significant issues. 45 Others have
refined the term to state that consensus can be reached even if every member
is not fully satisfied with every provision as long as there are not strongly

35.
36.

Id.
Id. at 169.

37.

Id.

38. Id.
39. Id. at 179. See also SUSAN L. CARPENTER & W.J.D. KENNEDY, MANAGING PUBLIC
DISPUTES 77-78 (2001).
40. SUSSKIND ET AL., supra note 27, at 75-91; CARPENTER & KENNEDY, supra note 39, at 7191 (describing how a neutral analyzes a dispute to determine if negotiation or mediation is feasible).
41. Id.
42. Merriam-Webster
Online,
Consensus,
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/consensus (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
43. GERALD CORMICK ET AL., BUILDING CONSENSUS FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE: PUTTING
PRINCIPLES
INTO
PRACTICE
36,
137
n.7
(1996),
available
at

http://www.geraldcormick.com/PDFs/Building%20Consensus.pdf.
44. Gerald W. Cormick, Crafting the Language of Consensus, 7 NEGOT. J. 363, 364-67
(1991).
45. Id. at 365-67.
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held positions in opposition.46 One person or party has the ability to veto the
decision of the group.47
II. MAKING THE CASE FOR MEDIATION

Mediation has been utilized in the resolution of multi-party complex
public disputes for over thirty-five years at all government levels.4 8 Diverse
stakeholder groups participate in a structured process facilitated by a neutral
mediator to address their conflicting viewpoints on issues or on a project
with the goal of reaching a consensus on an agreement. A carefully
structured mediation process is able to accommodate dozens of individual
groups utilizing designated representatives, spokespersons, and technical
workgroups. While there may be seventy-five individual stakeholder groups
represented, the number of negotiators may be limited to twenty-five.
Reaching a consensus implies that there will be compromise, while the
needs of the individual parties have been substantially met.49 Although
reaching 100% agreement is a difficult and time consuming goal to attain,
participants have indicated that the durability of these agreements has
outweighed the cost and effort.5° Nevertheless, mediated negotiations have
successfully resolved disputes over extremely controversial and complex
public policy issues including standards for pollution control, ecosystem
restoration, and economic revitalization of distressed communities.
Faced with strict deadlines and onerous requirements, many leaders who
are also strong advocates of public involvement are questioning the
practicality of initiating consensus processes to address initiatives, especially
if these efforts could be forestalled by extreme groups on either side of the
negotiations table.5 In some instances, government leaders and dispute
resolution professionals who are considering mediated negotiations are
suggesting that consensus be redefined as acceptance by a super majority."
The discussion below focuses on how mediated negotiations can be
employed to effectively resolve the disputes that are likely to arise at the
state, regional, and local levels in the climate change arena. Several
examples of the use of mediation at different levels of government are

46. Id.
47. Gerald W. Cormick, Mediating Environmental Controversies: Perspectives and First
Experience, 2 EARTH L.J. 215, 215-24 (1976).
48. Cormick, supra note 44, at 365-66.
49. SUSSKIND ET AL., supra note 27, at 327, 333.
50. Id. at 327-29.
51. Id.
52. Id. See also Cormick, supra note 44, at 366-367.
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provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of mediation in resolving complex
disputes and to provide an institutional framework that can be applied in a
variety of contexts. The discussion will address the following:
" What conflicts are emerging in each dispute arena;
* When are mediated negotiations appropriate;
* What are the existing challenges and opportunities for addressing
these conflicts;
* How do these conflicts and issues compare to public policy issues
that have been addressed to date through mediated negotiations;
* Recommendations for government officials and stakeholder groups.
A.

Issues

As noted at the beginning of this discussion, Taking It Upstream
participants examined the issues that had to be addressed to reverse the
effects of climate change from three different levels: statewide, regional, and
local. Each level presents its own unique opportunities and constraints.
For each level, we explore the following questions:
* Are any of these issues appropriate for collaborative negotiations;
*
Is it possible to achieve a consensus (unanimity among the primary
stakeholders);
" Is the mediation model for achieving consensus applicable, or are
other conflict resolution models more appropriate in a particular
context.
Statewide. In 2006, the California legislature enacted Assembly Bill 32
(AB 32). 3 AB 32 requires the State to reduce levels of green house gas
emission back to 1990 levels by the year 2020.14 The legislation further
requires that the State's carbon footprint be reduced 30% by 2020 and 80%
by 2050. 55 Jurisdictions will be required to reduce emissions from
government operations, set targets for regional transportation, and adopt
green building practices.56 Development of specific additional criteria and

53. Assem.
B.
32,
2005-2006
Sess.
(Cal.
2006),
available
at
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/05-06/bill/asm/ab0001-0050/ab32bill20060927_chaptered.pdf,
see also CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 38562 (West 2009).
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id.
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measures including regulatory penalties was delegated to the Resources
Agency and to a Climate Action Task Force.57
The California legislature subsequently adopted Senate Bill 375 (SB
375), which requires metropolitan planning agencies to develop GHG
reduction plans and requires each local government agency to adopt a
Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS) that will include baseline
inventories, forecasted development plans, and a strategy for meeting
reduction targets. 8 These regional and local plans are to be coordinated on
the same cycle with regional transportation plans and regional housing need
assessments.59
What remains to be decided at the state level are the rules of
engagement.
Specifically, interim targets, regulatory schemes for
quantifying benefits from individual strategies, the integration of air
pollution regulations with green house gas regulations, opportunities for
emission trading (cap and trade program), and penalties for non-compliance
have yet to be promulgated.
In addition, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) has
provisions requiring that projects be analyzed to determine the
environmental impacts that could result from implementation and mitigation
measures for reducing those impacts.60 Interim guidance regarding how to
address climate change was issued in June 2008, with a final document
slated for adoption in early 2010.61 However, the State Attorney General
independently initiated litigation against several jurisdictions arguing that
their General Plans did not adequately consider the impacts of climate
change. The negotiations that ensued between the Attorney General and the
local agencies resulted in significant modifications to the proposed planning

57. Id.
58. S.B. 375, 2008-2009 Sess. (Cal. 2008), available at http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/0708/bill/sen/sb_0351-0400/sb_375_bill 20080930_chaptered.pdf.
59. Id.
60. See CAL. PUB. RES. CODE §§ 21000-21006 (West 2009).
61. S.B. 97, 2007-2008 Sess. (Cal. 2008), available at http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/0708/bill/sen/sb_0051-0100/sb 97_bill_20070824 chaptered.pdf. The Technical Advisory report from
the Governor's Office of Planning and Research relating to addressing climate change through
CEQA was drafted pursuant to S.B. 97. See GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH,
TECHNICAL ADVISORY CEQA AND CLIMATE CHANGE: ADDRESSING CLIMATE CHANGE THROUGH
(CEQA) REVIEW (2008), available at http://www.opr.ca.gov/ceqa/pdfs/june08-ceqa.pdf. It governs
how agencies prepare project environmental analyses. See id. at 1. These have been amended to add
a review of the potential to create greenhouse gases and affect climate change. The CEQA
Guidelines may be found at CEQA - Guidelines, http://ceres.ca.gov/ceqa/guidelines/ (last visited
Apr. 3, 2010).
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documents.62 Until there is sufficient experience and case law governing
this area of analysis, it is likely that there will be major litigation under
CEQA challenging future plans and projects in the public and private
sector.63
To achieve the long range targets set by the legislature, California will
need to identify, and implement projects of statewide importance: large scale
alternative energy facilities, re-forestation guidelines, mass transportation
facilities, or new technology manufacturing plants. Based on the current
timelines, this will require consideration of different permitting scenarios.
There are already challenges to the siting of new energy projects. For
example, Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-Cal.) has opposed projects in the
Mojave Desert. 64
Several major projects of statewide significance have already been
challenged under CEQA. A proposed project in San Diego County is facing
challenges from homeowners, the environmental community, and
regulators. 65 The laying of transmission lines has been raised as one of the
issues that must be addressed in the environmental analysis.66 A proposed
high speed train, whose funding had already been approved by the voters,
was successfully blocked in Superior Court by opponents challenging the
adequacy of the analysis of route alternatives.6 7
This type of litigation goes beyond opposition from site neighbors.
Wildlife agencies are already conferring to address how to balance the
benefits of particular locations of new alternative energy facilities against

62.

Press Release, Office of the Attorney General, Attorney General Brown Forges

Greenhouse Gas Reduction with City of Stockton (Sept. 9, 2008), available at
http://ag.ca.gov/newsalerts/release.php?id=l 608.
63. GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH, supra note 61. The Technical
Advisory and related information on requirements for consideration of the climate change impacts
that must be assessed as part of the evaluation of projects under CEQA can be accessed at
Governor's Office of Planning and Research, http://www.opr.ca.gov (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
64. Kevin Freking, Feinstein Seeks to Block Solar Power from California Desert Land,

HUFFINGTON POST, Mar. 21, 2009, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/03/21/feinstein-seeks-toblock-_n_177646.html (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
65. Onell R. Soto, Three County Energy Projects Debated: Border-Town Residents Still

2010,
30,
Jan.
TRIBUNE,
UNION
DIEGO
Powerlink, SAN
Smarting Over
(last
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/20 10/JAN/30/three-county-energy-projects-debated/
visited Apr. 3, 2010).
66. Id.
67. See Mike Rosenberg, Menlo Park,Atherton Will Try to Reopen High-Speed Rail Lawsuit,
SAN MATEO TIMEs, Feb. 9, 2010, http://www.mercurynews.com/search/ci_14360167 (last visited
Apr. 3, 2010).
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the negative impacts of these locations. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
and the California Department of Fish and Game have each sent comment
letters regarding proposed wind facilities that question the adequacy of
mitigating potential impacts on condors, migratory species, and other
protected species. 68 Project applicants, manufacturers, and local agencies
share concerns that this level of environmental scrutiny will increase the cost
and time for required for permitting. They also question whether the
legislature seriously considered how it would balance competing regulatory
mandates-CEQA, the Federal and California Endangered Species Act, and
the Clean Air Act-in permitting projects of this size and complexity.
The legislature has begun to address these potential conflicts, but it has
still left several critical issues unresolved. Assembly Bill 45 (AB 45)
provides exceptions for the development of small wind turbines by limiting
the issues that could be challenged in unincorporated areas. 69 The
legislation, however, does not exempt small wind systems from compliance
with other environmental regulations.
Decisions on the rules of engagement described above could be enacted
by the legislature with great specificity or could be delegated to various
agencies. Under either scenario, there is also an opportunity for the state to
engage in a regulatory negotiations process. Issues that could be tackled
include:
* Criteria for siting projects of statewide importance;
* Exceptions to CEQA or other regulations for projects that achieve a
minimum percentage reduction in overall greenhouse gases
reductions;
* Economic and regulatory incentives for innovative projects and
facilities;
* Emission reduction formulas for "cap and trade" type programs;
* Inter-jurisdictional banking rules;
* Reduction targets as well as penalties for non-compliance.
The economic and environmental implications of these decisions
suggest that stakeholder negotiations would be appropriate. Similarly, the
litigation that has already occurred presents opportunities for mediated

negotiations.
Regional. As described above, SB 375 delegates significant autonomy
to local governments to develop plans that address their own unique

68. See Letter from California Department of Fish and Game to City of Soledad (Mar. 25,
2009) infra Appendix A.
69. See STATE OF CA OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL's DIGEST,
AB 45 (2009), available at http://www.aroundthecapitol.com/Bills/AB_45/.
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circumstances. 70 However, the process will require considerable interjurisdictional cooperation. Even though each jurisdiction is given total
discretion regarding the content of its SCS, this will be tempered by the need
to meet regional targets. 71 For SB 375 to be successfully implemented,
approaches that balance the costs and benefits of achieving regional targets
among the participating jurisdictions are necessary.
Regional conflicts are likely to continue over traditional matters such as
competition for businesses that bring in sales tax revenue. These conflicts
could be more complicated and intense because of the requirement to
consider the increases in green house gases from new development.
Similarly, there may be conflicts regarding the locations and mitigation for
energy-related projects of regional significance.
Issues that will require future resolution include:
* Credit for jurisdictions that implemented strategies in anticipation
of the regulatory mandates or as part of voluntary reductions under
AB 32;
* Changes to the decision-making structure of regional governments;
* Revenue and cost sharing;
* Fair share allocation of reduction targets among jurisdictions;
* Responsibility for compliance;
" Locations of projects of regional importance, for example, wind and
solar facilities, new industries, and mass transit corridors.
Each of these issues will require considerable allocation of resources for
resolution. Given the economic and environmental implications of these
decisions, and the potential need to modify existing institutional frameworks
for decision-making, dispute resolution suggests a role for mediated
negotiations.
Local level. In addition to adoption of an SCS, local jurisdictions will
be required to adopt climate action plans. These plans will include actions
for achieving target reductions; timelines and funding such as changes in the
building energy use; energy efficient construction for all government
72
buildings and fleet operations; and use of recyclable materials.
Jurisdictions will also have to identify sites for the production of energy
using renewable sources, create incentives for private development of
70. See supra text accompanying note 58.
71. See CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 38562 (West 2009).
72. There is no specific requirement in AB 32 or SB 375 to complete these local plans. The
imperative has derived from litigation initiated by the California Attorney General and provisions in
the settlement agreements with individual jurisdictions. See Press Release, supra note 62.
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renewable energy projects, and adopt programs that reduce potential risks
from wildfires, flooding, and sea level rise. There may also be measures
proposed to limit development in areas that are prone to these impacts.
There are numerous decision points that are likely to engender
controversy in the development and adoption of these plans and local
regulations. In addition to the environmental analysis that must accompany
the adoption of each plan (under CEQA) issues that must be addressed
include:
" Changes in zoning and zoning regulations;
* Restrictions on new development in hazard zones (with potential
compensation);
* Siting options for renewable energy facilities;
* Reduction targets for residential, commercial and industrial
properties;
* Incentives for GHG reduction;
" Penalties for non-compliance;
" Sources of funding including taxes, fees, and reduction in
government services.
The tasks that have been delegated to local government involve many
controversial decisions that lend themselves to citizen involvement and
resolution of competing interest. The "green" action efforts likewise would
provide an opportunity for stakeholder involvement. Both are opportunities
for mediated negotiations, albeit the format and inducement for participation
might different greatly.
B. Determiningwhen Mediated NegotiationsAre Feasible

In order to consider the challenges and opportunities for engaging
stakeholder groups in building a consensus on climate change policies, it is
helpful to first discuss criteria for determining when mediated negotiations
are appropriate. Parties who are considering whether or not to engage in a
mediated negotiation process must first assess whether the dispute lends
itself to this approach and whether their interests can best be met through
negotiations or an alternative process. This process is referred to as Best
Alternative to a Negotiation Agreement (BATNA).73 Professional mediators
who are retained to conduct an assessment of the feasibility of a negotiated
process evaluate the conflict using a set of criteria that will be described
below.

73.

ROGER FISHER & WILLIAM URY, GETTING TO YES 104 (1981).
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Interest in compromise rather than delay or precedent setting. Parties
that engage in litigation of environmental and public policy issues typically
decide at the outset what they hope to achieve in court.7 4 In cases of product
liability, an attorney may be seeking an opinion from that court that will
apply solely to his client, or an attorney may be seeking to set a precedent.75
In this case, mediation would probably not be appropriate.76 Similarly,
parties who oppose a particular statute, policy or project and are relying on a
tactic of delaying to dissuade decision-makers from proceeding or are
hoping that a project proponent will lose interest or funding, would not
benefit from mediation.77 In other words, they would not benefit from
reaching a settlement.
Uncertainty regarding the outcome. As discussed above, the parties'
BATNA is an important consideration in determining the desirability of
mediated negotiations. 8 If parties are uncertain about the strength of their
position, either in their ability to influence decision-makers, a court, or a
jury, mediation provides them with the opportunity to have greater and more
direct control over the outcome.79
The cost of winning may be onerous. Gerald Cormick notes that parties
must be purpose-driven to participate fully.8 ° One of the key decision points
is whether or not the group has a strong desire for finality.8 1 In addition,
parties may seek to avoid continuing in what may have become a high
profile, divisive debate.82 The possibility of more years of inaction, or
frustration that none of the sides has been willing to make a concession is
one of the key motivators for parties who participate in a mediated process.83
Litigated issues are not the matters that need to be resolved.
Frequently, legal challenges to resource management issues or proposed
projects are made primarily on the basis of process. 8 4
Were the

74.
75.
76.
77.

Id. at 104-111.
See generally id.
See generallyid.
See generallyid.

78.

See id.

79.
80.

CORMICK ET AL., supra note 43.
Id.

81.
82.
83.

Id.
Id.
Id.

84. See Alana Knaster, Environmental Mediation: Balancing Economic Viability with
EnvironmentalProtection, in PROSPECTS FOR AUSTRALIAN FOREST PLANTATIONS 425, 427 (1988).
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environmental impacts fully disclosed? Is there adequate mitigation for
noise or traffic impacts to an adjacent neighborhood, or protection of a
sensitive species? Winning on a procedural matter is unlikely to result to
desired changes to a proposal. Litigation is also typically not the appropriate
venue for providing evaluation of technical issues and joint problemsolving. 85
Partiesmay need to preserve their relationship. Winning in court or in

the political arena may negatively affect the relationship among parties who
have to continue to conduct business together. This may be true of different
public agencies, a company and a regulator, or a government and its
constituents. Parties eventually reach a stage in a consensus process where
they candidly explore tradeoffs. 6
This ultimately leads to better
understanding and building trust that improves the outcome of the
negotiations and continues beyond the negotiations.87 Mediation that
involves' diverse interests and cultures in a community may also lead to a
long term culture of collaboration. 88 Learning how to participate in
mediated negotiations also helps build the capacity of a community. Not
only is their trust for working together on the implementation of a shared
vision or dispute settlement improved, but the individuals involved
89 develop
skills that can serve their interests and communities in the future.
Overlappingjurisdictions and diverse interests. When agencies share

responsibility for a resource, but have different mandates to enforce, they
may find themselves disputing over a solution to a problem with no
mechanism available to resolve their differences unless collaboration is
written into the statute. 90 Diverse interests in a community may wage battle
in front of the legislature or city council, but different cultures, economic
resources, and organizational structure are obstacles to sitting down to
negotiate about differences. Mediation provides a structure for talks, with
ground rules that identify the purpose of the talks and formalize the
negotiations process.
Common ground or tradeoff balance exists. Although parties may be

skeptical that there is common ground or a shared interest to be achieved at
the onset of a mediated process, a consensus process relies upon the parties
identifying common principles against which they can evaluate whether an
85. Id.
86. CORMICK ET AL., supra note 43, at 70.
87. Id.
88. SUSSKIND ET AL., supra note 27, at 965-68 (describing a collaborative community process
in Chattanooga that brought the community together for a visioning process that resulted in long
term community cooperation).
89. Id. at 1008 (describing a mediation process in Canton, Ohio).
90. See Knaster, supra note 84, at 426.
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agreement meets their respective interests. 9' The identification of common
ground is the most critical step in the balancing of interests in a public policy
dispute.92 Even if the common ground is based upon very general principles
such as generating new jobs, improving air quality, preserving our unique
life style for our grandchildren, it forms the basis for reaching a negotiated
settlement.93 The negotiations will focus on how much,
how quickly and
94
how much it will cost to achieve the shared "vision.,
As noted at the onset of this discussion, the "Taking It Upstream"
participants assumed that there was common ground in seeking effective
solutions to reverse climate change, even though the stakeholders may be
differently motivated in achieving this goal. With some key interests now
questioning whether a crisis exists, negotiations based on common ground
may be more difficult. However, common ground may still exist with
respect to the benefits that could result from reducing green house gas
emission.
For example, reducing energy consumption has both
environmental and economic benefits.
Promoting alternative energy
technology that reduces emissions also has the potential to foster new
industries that provide reliable, well paying jobs, higher profits, and improve
our balance of trade. Implementation of climate regulations may have
upfront costs that are controversial, but the stakeholder groups may be able
to negotiate strategies for compliance with a view to achieving the long term
benefits of these strategies.
Determining whether there are tradeoffs among the issues is a critical
factor as well. It may be difficult before negotiations begin or even in the
early stages to ascertain whether compromise is possible, but parties must
individually assess if there are issues upon which they are willing to
compromise when deciding whether to participate. This assessment is also
one of the key tasks of the mediator who, as convener, plays a role in
helping the parties assess the feasibility of engaging in talks.
Authority to represent one's interest group. For negotiations to be

effective, the parties must be able to commit on behalf of the individuals or
groups they represent.95 While it is especially difficult for a loosely
organized coalition to deliver its approval of an agreement, it is important to

91.
92.
93.
94.
95.

Id.at434.
Id.
Id.
Id.
See CORMICK ET AL., supra note 43, at 78-86.
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establish communication lines and trust among the group members to enable
representatives to speak on their behalf. The group is not abdicating its
responsibility or giving away its ability to veto a settlement, but authority
has to be delegated for negotiations to be feasible. There are similar
constraints on government officials. One member of a city council or a
senior staff member in an agency may be able to represent the organization
at the table, but does not have final decision-making authority. Mediation
ground rules may provide the flexibility to accommodate these different
levels of authority and participation. Nevertheless, determining if all of the
key players have this authority is a 96critical step in determining the feasibility
of a mediated negotiations process.

Some dispute resolution practitioners discuss these criteria from the
perspective of when negotiations or consensus building is not likely to
succeed. 97 Mediation may not be feasible if there are unrealistic deadlines,
significant power or financial imbalances among the stakeholders that
disadvantages of one the parties, or when one of the key parties with a stake
in the outcome is unwilling to participate. 98
C. Challenges and Opportunitiesfor Resolving Climate Change Disputes

The criteria for determining the feasibility of mediated negotiations
outlined above, whether from a positive or negative perspective, sets the
stage for a discussion of the challenges and opportunities for resolving
conflicts over climate change solutions. Each of the conference panels and
group discussions focused on identifying challenges and opportunities for
progressing the climate change agenda. Participants responded by outlining
challenges in terms of technological, economic, political, and process factors
that need to be addressed. Opportunities were viewed similarly, but with a
focus on capitalizing on the shared purpose or common ground that had
emerged, economic incentives, and public interest in the issue.
1. Challenges
Shape of the table. Panel members noted that a critical aspect of
achieving consensus on public policy issues is ensuring that all of the key
interest groups are represented. It can be daunting in a state as large as
California, with its numerous urban communities, to try to accommodate all
of the key interests while also limiting the number of participants so that
96. See id.
97. SUSSKINDETAL.,supranote27, at 119-20.
98. Id.
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talks can be productive. In addition, consensus-building processes can be
cumbersome and time-consuming. Most importantly, it is an arena that is
less familiar to groups and hence they are reticent to participate. Many feel
that unless they can directly participate, they cannot influence the outcome.
Current economic crisis. Certainly, there are opportunities for
investment and costs savings that will help achieve green house gas emission
reductions; however, many conference participants noted that the recession
has sharply reduced the ability to make progress. Lending is stymied and
entrepreneurs are having difficulty securing investors who are willing to take
risks in an uncertain economy. Small businesses and families are struggling
to meet their basic needs, and climate change has moved to the back burner
except when they can reduce costs by re-setting their thermostat or reducing
travel. The stimulus package, theoretically designed to prioritize energy
projects, instead focused on maximizing job creation and "shovel ready"
projects were given priority. The economic crisis has greatly impacted
government agencies at all levels. With cuts in funds and cuts in hours and
positions, agencies are unable to project if they will be able to allocate funds
for high priority projects even if there are extraordinary benefits in reducing
the carbon footprint of the jurisdiction.
Resistance to change. Even in good economic times, small changes in
our daily routine can be met with resistance. In the face of potential job loss,
changes in community and the uncertainties regarding the pace of recovery,
individuals are clinging to what is familiar and reliable. Even the energy
efficient light bulb has its critics. During the recent gas crisis, a significant
number of commuters switched to public transit and carpooling increased
significantly in many communities. Yet as prices were reduced, old habits
returned and the public went back to the private auto. This leads one to
question whether the American public will accept the major changes and
expenditures necessary to achieve emission reductions if modest strategies
and changes in routine are resisted.
Reaction to "green initiatives" that target a particular industry or

product. A number of jurisdictions have adopted ordinances that ban plastic
bags in grocery stores or Styrofoam take out containers to reduce waste at
landfills that cannot be recycled. 99 There was some initial resistance from
businesses that utilized these products, but as long as there was a grace

99. See John Roach, Plastic-Bag Bans Gaining Momentum Around the World, NAT'L
GEOGRAPHIC NEWS, Apr. 4, 2008, http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2008/04/080404plastic-bags.html (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
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period that allowed them to use up their inventory, these measures were
supported. The plastic industry recently responded, however, by filing
litigation to forestall adoption of such ordinances. l00 "Save the Plastic Bag
Coalition" sued the City of Manhattan Beach, California, arguing that the
city had to prepare an environmental impact report when they adopted an
ordinance banning plastic bags.1 ' The coalition argued that the city did not
examine the impacts of relying on paper bags subsequent to the ban. 0 2 The
decision was affirmed by the appellate court.10 3 This turn of events suggests
that there will be growing resistance to banning of traditional products,
introduction of new products that compete with current products, or
legislation that limits the market share of a major player in the energy field.
For example, the Pacific Gas & Electric Company is supporting a statewide
initiative that would require two-third voter
approval before a jurisdiction
10 4
can choose an alternative energy provider.
Intractabilityof traditionalwarringfactions. Although the olive branch

appears to have been extended as key economic and political interests joined
to support the state's historic climate change legislation, many conference
participants questioned whether this would continue. The conference
participants were especially concerned because the costs and scope of the
effort needed to achieve regulatory goals continue to increase. The battle
over water supply in California typifies the intransience of the interests that
are the result of what many characterize as underlying incompatibilities.' 5
Several local officials indicated that they did not believe there were
sufficient incentives for long-time opponents to cross the line to the
negotiations table.
Time and resource intensity.

The experience of many conference

attendees who have participated in consensus-building suggested that the
time necessary for grappling with the complex technical and economic
issues that underlie climate change issues and the cost of lengthy processes
was a major obstacle initiating mediated talks. Given the regulatory

100.

Save the Plastic Bag Coal. v. City of Manhattan Beach, 181 Cal. App. 4th 521 (Cal. Ct.

App. 2010).
101. Id.
102. Id.
103. Id.
104. Michael Hiltzik, PG&E Amps Up Bid for Power, LOS ANGELES TIMES, Feb. 10, 2010,
available at http://articles.latimes.com/2010/feb/i0/business/la-fi-hiltziklO-2OlOfeblO.
See also
Dana Hull, PG&E Spending Millions to Block Local Utilities, MERCURY NEWS, Jan. 31, 2010,
available at http://www.mercurynews.com/business-headlines/ci_14296650.
105. Linda Putnam & Julia Wondolleck, Intractability: Definitions, Dimensions, and
Distinctions, in MAKING SENSE OF INTRACTABLE ENVIRONMENTAL CONFLICTS 37 (Roy Lewicki,

Barbara Gray & Michael Elliott, eds. 2003).
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deadlines and lead-time for implementing many measures and projects, they
believed that government decision-makers needed to make the hard choices
and accept the risk of voter rejection.
Unanticipatedimpacts of "green" solutions. Conference participants
discussed the recent emerging opposition to large scale alternative energy
projects. In these cases, the major challenge is not balancing economic
issues against environmental protection, but it is weighing the benefits of a
strategy for reducing green house gases against the unanticipated impacts of
that strategy. This raised questions as to whether the life cycle benefits of
biofuels or wind technology are actually cleaner than traditional technology.
For example, an analysis of the benefits of utilizing an alternative fuel must
factor in both the emissions from production of the fuel and emissions from
its use in vehicles. The net benefit as contrasted with conventional fuel may
not be as considerable as assumed. The battle lines have already been drawn
over the siting of solar and wind projects that would significantly reduce
GHGs, but which may impact habitat or kill birds. 10 6 The recent court
decision regarding the route for the high speed rail project suggests that
setting criteria for evaluating these projects and balancing competing
interests will be difficult.0 7 It is appearing less likely that a project can be
approved in a timely manner and without causing significant environmental
impacts.
Reaching consensus. Given the challenges outlined above, many
community leaders are questioning whether consensus, defined as
unanimity, is achievable, and at what price? At the Pepperdine conference,
panelists expressed concerns regarding the difficulty of gaining assent from
the five percent of the groups or individuals with extreme positions on either
end of the spectrum. They questioned whether it was cost effective and
whether trying to gain approval from the outliers would result in a watering
down of the benefits of what was being negotiated. Others questioned
whether consensus was actually attainable. Certainly, the challenges of
designing the negotiations table, economic downturn, eroding imperative to

106. Jeffrey Ball, Renewable Energy, Meet the New Nimbys: Solar and Wind-Power Proposals
Draw Oppositionfrom Residents Fearing Visual Blight; A Dilemma for Some Environmentalists,

WALL
STREET
J.,
Sept.
4,
2009,
available
at
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB125201834987684787.html
(describing some of the recent
controversy over the siting and operation of wind farms).
107. See Stacie Chan, High-Speed Rail Lawsuit Settlement Leads to More Questions, SILICON
VALLEY PULSE, Mar. 1, 2010, http://siliconvalleypulse.serramedia.com/content/high-speed-raillawsuit-settlement-leads-more-questions (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
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address climate change, the environmental resource balancing act, and
resistance to change make the goals of collaborative consensus-building
more difficult.
2. Opportunities
Deadlines and legislative mandates. Public policy negotiations have
benefited from clear deadlines and policy guidelines. These establish the
BATNA for any negotiations process. Assuming that the reduction targets
and dates do not slip, the regulatory deadlines of AB 32 and SB 375 in
California and, at a later date, regulatory deadlines that may be imposed in
federal legislation to implement climate change agreements provide critical
motivation for stakeholder groups to collaborate.' 08
Global race to manufacture clean technology. Although China exceeds
the United States in the generation of GHGs, the Chinese government has
adopted policies and incentives that now make China the leader in
technology development for solar and wind energy.' 0 9 China has set
ambitious goals for the use of renewable energy and will be striving to meet
its own accelerating energy demand as well as dominate energy exports.110
This green gamesmanship has the potential to spur American industrial
interest in competing for a market share. President Barack Obama, in his
State of the Union Address on January 27, 2010, expressed concerns that the
United States was falling behind China.' With an ever increasing national
debt and eroding market share in technology, this is an opportunity that
could propel American ingenuity to successfully compete.
Energy is likely to be the biggest opportunity for research and
development since the chip industry wave of innovation. It is potentially a
trillion dollar market in the United States. Solar and wind energy markets

108. Assem.
B.
32,
2005-2006
Sess.
(Cal.
2006),
available
at
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/05-06/bill/asm/ab_0001-0050/ab_32_bill 20060927_chaptered.pdf.
There are 2020 and 2050 deadlines for green house gas reductions. See id.Another example of the
benefits of a deadline is discussed in the description of the Negotiated Rulemaking Process for
Reformulated and Oxygenated Gasoline. See supra text accompanying note 110. The six month
deadline given to the EPA by Congress provided the impetus for the parties to collaborate.
109. Keith Bradsher, China Leading Global Race to Make Clean Energy, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 31,
2010,
at
Al,
available
at
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/31/business/energyenvironment/31renew.html. See also Thomas L. Friedman, Make America a Solar Power, SAN JOSE
MERCURY NEWS, Sept. 16, 2009.
110. Bradsher, supranote 109.
111. Barack Obama, U.S. President, State of the Union Address (Jan. 27, 2010), available at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/remarks-president-state-union-address.
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are projected to reach $250 billion in the next ten years.1 12 The potential
gains from this market are a key factor in maintaining an alliance between
business interests and environmental advocates. As noted in the introduction
to this article, the relationships among vested stakeholders are changing.
This presents both an opportunity and a challenge. The success of China in
meeting the global market challenge suggests that all levels of government
will need to forge a consensus on regulations and incentives addressing both
the economic and the environmental side of the equation.
Federal and state incentives. Funding for clean energy innovation and

projects has already been instrumental in spurring investment in energy
initiatives. 1 3 Recovery Act dollars have been invested in communities
across the country which have provided major incentives to local and state
governments to jump start programs that might not have been funded for
years in the future. 14 Tax credits and rebates have been attractive to
investors and consumers, and if extended, will continue to spur
development.
Policy incentives to utilize public engagement and alternative dispute

resolution. There are provisions in several pieces of legislation and
programs that promote the use of public engagement and alternative dispute
resolution for obtaining input and support from the public in setting long
range goals and programs or for resolving disputes that may arise in the
approval and implementation process. SB 375 includes provisions that
require regional governments to use dispute resolution approaches for
resolving their disputes." 5 Several communities across the state have
engaged in the preparation of blueprints for growth. 1 6 These plans pre-date
SB 375 but contain some of the same programmatic elements that will be

112.
for

a

See generally Scott Duke Harris, Silicon Valley Tech Leaders Are Reinventing Themselves
Cleantech

Revolution,

SAN

JOSE

MERCURY

NEWS,

Jan.

31,

2010,

http://www.mercurynews.com/business/ci_14225614 (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
113. See, e.g., Victoria Guay, Energy Project Firstof lts Kind in the State, CITIZEN.COM, Apr.
3, 2010, http://www.citizen.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20100403/GJNEWS02/704039881/1/CITNEWS (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
114. See id.
115. SB 375 has a specific provision for the Southern California Association of Government
with respect to dispute resolution. See S.B. 375, 2008-2009 Sess. (Cal. 2008), available at
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/07-08/bill/sen/sb0351-0400/sb 375_bill 20080930_chaptered.pdf.
116. Ana Campo, With Gas Over $4 Cities Explore Whether It's Smart to Be Dense, WALL
STREET J., July 7, 2008, available at http://online.wsj.com/article/SB121538754733231043.html
(describing the Sacramento Council of Government Blueprint process, which has become the model
for Sustainable Community Strategies in SB 375).
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included in the subsequent sustainable community strategies. The blueprint
process is designed to evaluate alternative land use development patterns
and put smart growth principles into action to achieve GHG reductions. The
blueprints are prepared at the regional level. The blueprint process included
extensive 1stakeholder
involvement and the identification of preferred growth
17
scenarios.
Federaland internationaldispute resolution process models. There are

also models in U.S. and Canadian legislation supporting the use of
consensus-based processes. These processes have been successfully applied
to resolve dozens of disputes that involved multiple stakeholder interests, on
technically and politically complex environmental and public policy issues.
For example, the Negotiated Rulemaking Act of 1990 was enacted by
Congress to formalize a process for negotiating contentious new
regulations.' 18 The Act provides a process called "reg neg" by which
representatives of interest groups that could be substantially affected by the
provisions of a regulation, and agency staff negotiate the provisions." 9 The
meetings are open to the public; however, the process does enable
negotiators to hold private interest group caucuses. If a consensus is reached
on the provisions of the rule, the Agency commits to publish the consensus
rule in the Federal Register for public comment. 20 The participants in the
reg neg agree that as long as the final regulation is consistent with what they
have jointly recommended, they will not challenge it in court. The
assumption is that parties will support a product that they negotiated. 121 Reg
neg has been utilized by numerous federal agencies to negotiate rules
pertaining to a diverse range of topics including safe drinking water, fugitive
gasoline emissions, eligibility for educational loans, and passenger safety.122
In 1991, in Canada, an initiative was launched by the National Task
Force on Consensus and Sustainability to develop a guidance document that
would govern how federal, provincial, and municipal governments would
address resource management disputes. The document that was negotiated,
"Building Consensus for a Sustainable Future: Guiding Principles," was
adopted by consensus in 1994.123 The document outlined principles for
building a consensus and process steps. The ten principles included
117.

118.
119.
120.
121.

Id.
5 U.S.C. §§ 561-70.
Id.
Id.
Alana Knaster & Philip

Harter,

The

Clean

Fuels Regulatory Negotiation,

INTERGOVERNMENTAL PERSPECTIVE 20, 20-22 (1992).

122.

Philip J. Harter, Assessing the Assessors: The Actual Performance of Negotiated

Rulemaking, 9 N.Y.U. ENVTL. L.J. 32 (2000).
123. CORMICK ET AL., supranote 43.
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provisions regarding inclusivity of the process (this was particularly
important in Canada with respect to inclusion of Aboriginal peoples),
voluntary participation, accountability to constituencies, respect for diverse
interests, and commitment to any agreement adopted. 2 4 The consensus
principles were subsequently utilized to resolve disputes over issues that
included sustainable forest management, siting of solid waste facilities,
impacts of pulp mill expansion, and economic diversification based on
sustainable wildlife resources.'25 The reg neg and Consensus for Sustainable
Future model represent codified mediated negotiation processes that have
withstood the test of legal challenge and have been strongly endorsed by the
groups that have participated in these processes.
Community interest. A number of communities have taken up the
challenge of trying to address global warming by engaging residents in a
collaborative process that is unique to each jurisdiction. 2 6 The climate
change crisis has provided opportunities for communities to establish a new
"green" identity that reflects their own community's values and can result in
significant new job creation.' 27 Communities around the state have engaged
their citizens in developing community sustainability and climate change
strategies in response to the slogan "think globally, but act locally." Many
of these engagements have had an environmental focus; others have
promoted economic development with the goal of harmonizing that growth
with climate action. As the economic ramifications of these community
strategies become more important, local governments may begin to think
about employing a negotiations process.
III.

COMPARISON OF THE CLIMATE CHANGE CONFLICT ISSUES TO PUBLIC
POLICY ISSUES THAT HAVE BEEN MEDIATED TO DATE

Mediated consensus building has a long record of success that suggests
the process can be effectively utilized to address intractable conflicts on
controversial public policy issues. In this section, we provide a brief
summary of several successful efforts that lay the foundation for evaluating
the context in which mediation may be effectively utilized to resolve climate
124. Id. at 6.
125. Id. at 1.
126. See Zachary Stahl, Sustainability Is the Farm Town's New Mantra, MONTEREY COUNTY
WEEKLY, May 28, 2009, available at http://www.montereycountyweekly.com/archives/2009/2009-

May-28/sustainability-is-the-farm-towns-new-mantra.
127.

See id.
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change disputes. The case examples include a broad spectrum of policy
issues at different government levels. Each process was initiated at a
different stage in the conflict. The common threads in these disputes were
multiple stakeholder interests, and involvement of resource dependent
industries and communities. In each case, the terms of the settlement
agreement had broad implications to those other than the immediate
stakeholders represented.
A.

128

NegotiatedRulemaking on Reformulated and Oxygenated Gasoline

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 required the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to promulgate complicated gasoline regulations
within one year. 29 The provisions of the Act included mandates to certify
reformulated gasoline and make it available for sale by 1995 in the nine U.S.
cities that had the worst air pollution. 30 The regulations would have to
address reduction in emission of toxic and ozone producing chemicals, and
establish procedures for ensuring that the gasoline sold elsewhere would not
worsen air quality elsewhere.'
In addition, the amendments required
changes to the oxygen formula of gasoline delivered to several
cities in the
132
country that were.in nonattainment for carbon monoxide.
The debate over the amendments had been contentious and the EPA
anticipated that developing regulations would be equally difficult. They
decided to propose engaging the stakeholders in a reg neg even though the
process would be time consuming, in order to provide the EPA with the
expertise, experience, and practical insight that would be required to weigh
and balance all of the competing interests and complex issues of
fundamentally changing how petroleum would be refined in the United
States. 133 Although the negotiations would focus on micrograms of
pollutants, all of the participants recognized that the economic stakes would
be calculated in the billions of dollars.

128. Knaster & Harter, supranote 121, at 20-22.
129. See Clean Air Act, U.S. EPA, http://www.epa.gov/air/caa (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
130. See id.
131. See id.
132. See id
133. Intent to Form an Advisory Committee to Negotiate Guidelines and Proposed Regulations
Implementing Clean Fuels Provisions and Announcement of Public Meeting, 56 Fed. Reg. 5167
(Feb. 8, 1991).
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There were close to one hundred separate organizations that had an
interest in these negotiations. 1 4 The Negotiating Rulemaking Act suggests
that negotiating committees be limited to twenty-five.' 35 Based on the
recommendations of the co-mediators/conveners, the committee was
expanded to thirty-one members. 3 6 Each of the key interests was organized
into interest caucuses. For example, there were forty-nine cities that would
be directly affected by the rule. 3 7 They agreed to representation by five
individuals, coordinated by the executive director of the Association of State
and Local Air Pollution Control Officials. 38 The petroleum interests were
divided into three separate caucuses-large and medium sized companies,
small refiners, and alternative energy refiners. Public interest groups,
including several national and regional environmental coalitions, agreed to
five seats at the table, with the designated negotiators assuming
responsibility for obtaining input from the larger group. 139 The organization
of the group allowed for participation in work groups around each of the key
topics. The use of work groups allowed more participation by individual
stakeholder groups who did not have seats at the table, but had expertise in a
particular area and enabled them to participate more fully in caucus
decision-making.
The negotiations centered on the issue of modeling and testing of
formulas. 140 One side argued for laboratory testing of formulas to ensure
compliance with the legislation. Others noted that in order to meet the
deadlines, modeling of the formulas was the only feasible solution. The
final settlement incorporated a simpler model than had been originally
contemplated, but included a process for incorporating new data. The
tradeoff for use of these models was that industry agreed to meet Phase II
reformulated gasoline requirements earlier than was required by law. At the
end of six months, a consensus was reached on an outline for a proposed

134.

The EPA contacted the author and Philip Hater, both of whom had experience conducting

complex, technical regulatory negotiations, to undertake this feasibility study. Knaster & Harter,
supranote 121, at 20.
135. Id. at21.
136. Id. at 22.
137. Id. at 21.
138.

Id.

139. Id. See also Environmental Protection Agency Negotiating Committee for Reformulated
and Oxygenated Gasoline, Organizational Protocols, infra Appendix B.
140. Id. See also Regulation of Fuels and Fuel Additives: Standards for Reformulated and
Conventional Gasoline, 59 Fed. Reg. 7716 (Feb. 16, 1994).
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rule.

The
final rule was published well in advance of the regulatory
14 1

deadline.

The case example demonstrates the value of the mediated negotiations
process in allowing direct negotiations on complex issues in a constrained
timeline. It also demonstrates the type of creative exchange of ideas and
solutions that can occur in a process that is designed to accommodate and
enfranchise a larger number of diverse interests and individual
organizations, while keeping the number negotiators small.
142

Old Growth Timber Forests in Washington State Forest Trust Lands

B.

The timber wars in Washington State occurred on many levels.
Environmentalists challenged the practices of the timber industry, arguing
that clear-cutting had both short and long term impacts to the health of the
ecosystem. Local communities argued that reducing harvesting would
impact jobs and that loggers were the "endangered species" in the
Northwest. 143 The debate was further complicated by the fact that a
significant portion of the proceeds from logging were allocated by law to
school construction and accordingly representatives of the school became
engaged to protect this income. 144 Moreover, although the dispute centered
in Washington and Washington politics and economics, groups from around
the country were watching to see how the issues would be resolved.
The Director of the Department of Natural Resources, which managed
the State's old growth timber, appointed a special commission to prepare
1 45
recommendations on how the state's forest resources should be managed.
The selection of the representatives to sit on this commission was based on a
careful balancing of all of the key interest groups: local and statewide
environmental groups, timber industry, loggers, a representative sample of
the towns and schools that would be most impacted by any of the decisions,
146
and key legislators.
The year-long process was facilitated by a team of
47
1
mediators.
The process design included several key features: (1) joint education of
all of the members on key technical issues regarding timber harvesting and
ecosystem management; (2) the formation of technical subcommittees each

141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.

See Regulation of Fuels and Fuel Additives, supra note 140.
Knaster, supra note 84, at 432-33.
Seeid. at432.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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assigned to integrate the input from experts into different sets of
recommendations that would be coordinated ultimately into a single text;
and (3) each interest caucus was given responsibility to keep its constituency
informed and obtain their general support as compromises emerged
4
throughout the process so that there would be no surprises at the end. 8
The final agreement represented a number of important
compromises
149
that addressed the short and long term needs of the parties:
* Creation of a sustained yield unit in the forest that would provide a
stable supply of timber that would not jeopardize local economics
or school funding;
* Creation of an experimental forest to test the various techniques that
had been proposed during the deliberations to determine how best to
maintain diversity of the forest in balance with production;
* Postpone harvesting of the most critical stands of endangered
species habitat for fifteen years pending the outcome of the joint
experiments; and
* Initiation of a comprehensive economic study to develop strategies
for economic development that would reduce dependence on a
single industry.
The participants began as bitter enemies, but recognized at the onset that
they needed to reach common ground. 50 The common ground statement in
the group's consensus recommendations reads as follows: "These
recommendation[s] seek to balance the goals of providing trust revenue for
education, protecting the biological diversity of the forest environment and
supporting the local timber-dependent economy."' 5'
By learning to listen to and address one another's concerns and joint
evaluation of alternatives against the balancing goal of the Commission, a
consensus was forged. Each side learned how to accomplish its goals
without the elimination of its opponents. Winning was equated to working
out a balanced solution.
As seen in the EPA negotiated rulemaking case study, the Washington
State logging dispute demonstrates how multiple interests can function in a
negotiations by relying on a limited set of designated representatives. It also
provides an example of how mediated negotiations can achieve

148.
149.
150.
151.

Id.
Id. at432-33.
Id.at 433.

Id.
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compromises on complex issues that strike a balance between the immediate
needs of direct stakeholders as well as the long term broader ecological and
economic systems. The compromise that was reached was also important to
other groups confronting similar issues in the neighboring states, and
although the settlement was Washington specific, many of the concepts have
applicability elsewhere.
C. PacificOffshore Cetacean Take Reduction Team"'
The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) is responsible for
ensuring the protection of a number of marine mammal species.153 The
agency is also responsible for managing ocean fisheries to ensure their
sustainability and economic viability.5 1 The federal laws governing NMFS
contain many potentially competing provisions that require ensuring
economic viability of a fishery as well as protection of endangered
species.155
The Marine Mammal Protection Act requires formation of take
reduction teams that include representatives of the fishing industry,
environmentalists, scientists, state and regional fishery management
agencies, and NMFS. 156 The purpose of the teams is to prepare plans to
reduce the interaction between commercial fishing operations and the
threatened and endangered marine mammals. The plans must evaluate
approaches for reducing mammal entanglement while "taking the economics
'
of the fishery into consideration."157
NMFS retained a mediator/facilitator
(the author) in 1996 to convene a take reduction team that would address
marine mammal interaction during the course of gillnet fishing for sharks
and swordfish in California and Oregon.'58

152. Information about the Pacific Offshore Cetacean Take Reduction Team (POCTRT) can be
found at Pacific Offshore Cetacean Take Reduction Plan (POCTRP) - Office of Protected
Resources, http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/interactions/trt/poctrp.htm (last visited Apr. 3, 2010). The
website for the POCTRT includes the final report, published rules, team members, and annual
recommendations.
153. See National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Marine
Fisheries Service, http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov (last visited Apr. 3, 2010).
154. See id

155. See
50
C.F.R.
§
216
(2005),
available
at
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/laws/mmpa.pdf.
156. See generally Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1361-1407 (2006),
available at http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/laws/mmpa.pdf.
157. § 1387(f)(2).
158. See POCTRP, supranote 152. The author was the convener of the POCTRT and served as
the facilitator for each subsequent annual meeting through 2009. See NOAA Pacific Offshore
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Convening an appropriately representative group was the first
challenge.15 9
NMFS was being sued almost weekly by various
environmental groups because of alleged non-compliance with various
federal laws. The California gillnet fleet had already been severely impacted
by a California initiative banning gillnetting within three miles of shore to
protect sea otters. The fishing industry in general was reeling from
regulations governing tuna and salmon fishing and opportunities for
fishermen to switch to another fishery were slowly disappearing. Impacts on
the fishing industry were also affecting the communities and businesses that
depended on serving freshly caught California fish. 160 As in the Washington
State timber harvesting case study, while resolution of these issues would
mostly impact communities in California, there were national implications
for how these issues would be addressed. Negotiated solutions also had
international ramifications for the species and with respect to whether U.S.
regulation of its citizens would reap benefits to foreign fleets that did not
have to comply.
It took several months to convene a team that was acceptable to all key
stakeholders. Although the composition of the team was dictated by law,
each of the individual ports in California wanted representation. The
environmental community grappled with competing demands for limited
staff and it wanted to ensure that the different perspectives between
California and national groups would be accommodated. Agency staff
workloads were similarly constrained, and it was important to have staff
with the technical knowledge and experience in collaborative negotiations.
The mediators worked with the parties ahead of time to negotiate a "shape of
the table" that would address all of these needs and constraints.
The team had five months to develop its recommendations on a
comprehensive plan. The group agreed to operate by consensus, defined as
unanimity, with the understanding that representatives would obtain input
from their broader constituencies. The meetings began with technical
presentations on the operation of the fishery, information on the distribution
and behavior of the mammals, data analysis, and innovations in gear
technology. As in the Washington State case, designing and participating in
a joint educational process opened communication lines and established a

Fisheries Take Reduction Team Meeting, 61 Fed. Reg. 5385 (Feb. 12, 1996). See also POCTRT
CONTACTS (2009), http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/interactions/poctrt-contacts.pdf.
159. See supra note 158.
160. Personal communication to the author.
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collaborative environment that would serve well during the difficult debates
ahead. The mediators also divided the group into work groups, giving each
group a separate assignment of drafting one of the elements of the plan.
There was representation from each caucus on the four work groups. Each
monthly session would start with work groups and then reports back to the
joint session. There was also extensive public outreach at each of the ports,
and public testimony at each session. The public input was focused on
assisting the group with strategies rather than pro and con arguments for
stronger regulations.'61
The final set of consensus recommendations included a package of
measures with a key provision regarding the design of an at-sea controlled
experiment to test whether a specially designed sound device (called a
"pinger") would warn whales of the presence of the net.162 In addition, there
were several mandatory measures that related to fishing practices, skipper
education workshops, and enforcement. 163 The fishermen had feared that
there would be closures of areas or new seasonal closures and that stringent
regulations would give Japanese and Mexican fleets free reign to enter
California to fish for swordfish without complying with the regulations.
There would potentially be greater impacts on marine mammals as a result.
However, because group dynamics had evolved into a positive working
relationship, and because the package was designed as an adaptive
management strategy, closures were not part of the consensus
recommendations. 164
The Take Reduction Team met annually until 2009 to review the status
of the species and data collected from observers on the fishing vessels
regarding take. Each year, with the assistance of the mediator, the team put
together its consensus recommendations for NMFS. 1 65 With very few
exceptions, the recommendations were adopted into regulations or agency
programmed activities. At its May 2009 meeting, the team recommended to
NMFS that they had met their goal of reducing take of marine mammals to

161. See RESOLVE, INC., THE NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE TAKE REDUCTION TEAM
NEGOTIATION
PROCESS
EVALUATION,

http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/interactions/trtevaluation.pdf (evaluating the success of the Take
Reduction Team processes and describing some process dynamics of, among others, the Pacific
Cetacean Take Reduction Team).
162. Taking of Marine Mammals Incidental to Commercial Fishing Operations: Pacific
Offshore Cetacean Take Reduction Plan Regulations, 62 Fed. Reg. 51805 (Oct. 3, 1997) (to be
codified at 50 C.F.R. pt. 229), availableat http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/fr/fr62-51805.pdf.
163. Id.
164. Id.
165. See POCTRP, supra note 152, for a list of Team Recommendations for the years 19982009.
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and that the Take Reduction Team
what was required in the regulation,
66
process was no longer necessary.1
This case demonstrates the importance of mediated negotiations when
there is an ongoing threat of litigation with a set of issues that require
integration of different levels of regulatory authority, complex ecosystems
management, and adaptive management strategies to address competition for
scarce resources. It also demonstrates how unanimity can be forged among
historic enemies when their efforts are directed toward achieving a common
objective that is respectful of one another's interests and integrity.
167

D. Malibu Lagoon Task Force

In March 2000, business interests, resource agencies, conservation
groups, and property owners initiated a consensus process to identify
approaches for improving the natural environment in the lagoon. The
improvements were to address native plants and animal species, protection
of human health, and restoration of the function of the wetlands. Attempts
to obtain public input through a less structured facilitated meeting approach
had been fraught with arguments over weighting of the vote, shouting
matches regarding priority setting, and accusations regarding the ulterior
motives of the participants. By the time several key players decided to
contact a mediator, the group was close to disbanding because no progress
had been made on any issue.
The mediator (author) worked with the participants to establish a formal
membership list, based on balanced representation of stakeholder interests.
The ground rules also established strict rules about attendance, private
caucuses, courtesy to others, and most importantly, recognizing the
legitimacy of the concerns and goals of others. The ground rules read: "It is
understood that there will be disagreements on the issues under discussion
and that discussions can be heated. There will be no personal attacks; any
violators may be asked to remove themselves from the meeting by the

available
at
REPORT
(2009),
2009
RECOMMENDATIONS
166. POCTRT,
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/interactions/poctrtrecommendations2009.pdf.
167. The author, then President of the Mediation Institute, was retained by the California
Resource Agency to mediate the group proceedings after several years of meetings that were
facilitated informally by agency staff. The Resource Agency was seeking input from community
stakeholders in setting long range priorities for restoration of Malibu Lagoon. The contract included
development of ground rules, facilitation of meetings, and development of consensus
recommendations from the Task Force. The Mediation Institute was based in southern California.
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Mediator. ' 168 After the first violation of the personal attack ground rule,
which was swiftly enforced by the mediator, progress began.
Everyone agreed upon the importance of the wetland to the local
economy and the health of Santa Monica Bay; however, they continued to
battle over the scope and timing of the first steps to remedy the problems
and over who should bear the cost. As a result, no decisions were made.
The key division within the community had historically been over whether
upstream polluters, including a waste treatment plant or downstream
businesses with septic systems adjacent to the wetlands, were responsible for
degrading the wetlands.
The group had been reviewing a comprehensive study that included
several hundred pages of potential strategies for wetland restoration and
management. The mediator recommended that the group be divided into
four subcommittees, and assigned each group to review two of the eight
chapters of the report. They were asked to develop criteria for selecting a
strategy, to rank each strategy, and then to whittle down the list from fifteen
to three. Although many of the sessions were heated, with debates over the
costs and benefits of each idea and responsibility for implementation, a list
emerged that could then be undertaken by the full group.
The first attempt by the full group to reach a consensus on a single
preferred project devolved into a shouting match reminiscent of the old
debates in the community. The mediator then suggested that rather than
fighting over the list, the group should agree upon a set of recommendations
that included short-term and long-term high priority recommendations for
wetland restoration projects and short-term and long-term priority projects
for wetland treatment projects. The list could be used by potential funders to
identify projects that were consistent with the funding available. Short-term
priorities were actually phase one of the larger, long-term priorities. The
recommendations also included priority sites based upon the analysis in the
69
report regarding feasibility. 1
The final historic recommendations report to the state and federal
agencies (that had set aside funds but did not want to proceed without
community assent) represented a compromise on the issue that had been
debated for over a decade: timing and scope of work. No landowner was
subjected to eminent domain proceedings. The first sites were identified
public lands. The group also agreed to construct a small treatment plant that
could be incorporated into one of the restoration projects. The consensus
was based upon the group agreeing that starting small and learning from the

168. Malibu Lagoon Task Force, Ground Rules and Final Agreement, Mediation Process
Agreement Rule 14, infra Appendix C.
169. See id.
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experiences in each
170 step was better than fighting over who would pay for the
ultimate solution.
IV.

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE USE OF MEDIATION TO RESOLVE
CLIMATE CHANGE DISPUTES

The discussion above outlines the types of conflicts that have emerged
to date that are likely to surface on issues related to climate change. There
are a number of challenges confronting decision-makers and the public that
will engage in these disputes that will impede progress on climate change
agencies. There is also a window of opportunity for collaboration and
problem-solving in which diverse interests can engage one another to reach a
common ground that addresses multiple interests.
The U.S. and Canadian regulatory framework for addressing resource
and sustainability issues as well as the case studies illustrate how multi-party
mediation can be effectively utilized to attain consensus agreements on
public policy issues. The issues tackled in each of the case studies are
comparable to many of those in the climate change arena. Resolution
requires analysis of complex meteorological and ecological systems. The
cost/benefit analysis of potential solutions involves differentiation of shortterm and long-term factors, expectations regarding return on investment, and
risks. There are overlapping jurisdictions that have to be reconciled. Lastly,
the stakes are high, and delay has implications that may transcend the direct
problems that are in dispute.
As is true in each of the case studies, the climate change arena consists
of multiple groups with diverse organizational structures and institutional
experiences. Each interest may have a different stake in the outcome, and
there are extreme differences in the ability of each group to sustain conflict.
These differences require a structured process for productive dialogue.
It has been indicated throughout this discussion that mediation is an
effective tool for resolving conflict, but it may not be appropriate for all the
types of conflicts. What then does the information above suggest regarding
the potential role of mediation in addressing climate change disputes? Given
the enormity of the challenges and limitations on time and resources, what
170. The recommendations of the Task Force will subsequently implemented in phases as had
been envisioned. See Letter from Jerome C. Daniel, Chairperson, Santa Monica Mountain
Conservancy, to Scott Albright, Senior Planner, City of Malibu Planning Department (Feb. 24,
2003),

available at

http://smmc.ca.gov/pdf/attachment462_Attachment.pdf

(supporting

an

environmental document regarding a land purchase in the lagoon based on recommendations).
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categories of conflicts and substantive areas does the information provided
in this article suggest are most conducive for a mediated negotiations
process?
A.

State Level
Implementing regulationsand guidance documents. At the state level,

mediation would be particularly effective in the negotiation of implementing
regulations. A reg neg type process would address the shape of the table,
facilitate dialogue on complex scientific and technical issues, and hopefully
avoid costly political wrangling and litigation. A package of measures could
be crafted establishing specific formulas, alternatives for compliance,
incentives and enforcement parameter. A negotiations process might also
consider how to balance competing environmental considerations that
characterize many of the alternative energy innovations. Is there a threshold
for a project that would achieve a significant reduction in GHGs and also
allow an exception to potentially conflicting statutes? Development of a
"cap and trade" policy would also be well suited for a negotiated rulemaking
that could accommodate multiple interests and achieve a tradeoff balance.
Projects of statewide importance. A number of alternative energy

projects proposed for in California have been subject to challenge by site
neighbors and single-purpose interest groups. 71 Each of these challenges
has great merit, and opponents have potential to prevail in litigation on
procedural and substantive grounds. Rather than piecemeal the permitting
process or proceed through litigation, a mediated solution would bring all of
the interested parties to the table, allow dialogue on how to address
competing interests, and potentially emerge with a compromise with
tradeoffs that could not be crafted outside of a mediated process.
Some of the CEQA litigation that has contested the adequacy of a
project Environmental Impact Report (EIR) may result in a revised EIR, but
not necessarily a change in the project. The opponents and proponents need
to consider whether a negotiated approach, as contrasted with a procedural
battle, would better meet the interests of the litigants as well as the public.
The cost of delay, and uncertainty regarding the outcome, suggest that
mediated negotiations may be appropriate.
Mediation may also be appropriate at the initial stage of project
development, when there is an opportunity to reach a consensus on a site,
scope of the project, and mitigation measures, rather than at the tail end of
the process when changing a project is difficult and costly. However, this
171. See Freking, supra note 64; Soto, supra note 65; Rosenberg, supra note 67; Ball, supra
note 106.
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assumes that the participants have common ground in developing an
alternative energy project, mass transportation, or green business.
B. Regional Level
Projects of regional significance. Negotiations would be appropriate

relating to the siting and permitting of projects of regional significance for
the same reasons as outlined above for projects of statewide importance.
Ideally, the negotiations could be initiated early in the siting and design
stage, rather than at the point that the decision-makers are voting on a
project. The mediation process could transpire over several phases: siting,
design, environmental review, and implementation.
Process for regional decision-making.

The Metropolitan Planning

Organizations (MPOs) and regional governments in California have been
delegated a great deal of responsibility in connection with green house gas
reduction planning and compliance.' 72 These responsibilities will generate
considerable dialogue among jurisdictions in each region. To the extent any
region believes that the current decision-making and dispute resolution
processes may not be appropriate to meet this challenge, a mediated process
may be appropriate for designing a new decision-making structure prior to
beginning discussions and debates. This was the approach followed by the
Canadian Roundtable.Y13 A mediated negotiation on a climate change
planning process design would also be appropriate.
There is considerable history of the use of dispute resolution and
mediated negotiations in Southern California over such issues as the
distribution of affordable housing, transportation planning, and
environmental justice. 174 Siting of alternative energy facilities has the
potential to raise issues of environmental justice, as occurred with respect to
transportation planning if more affluent neighborhoods successfully resist

172. See supra text accompanying notes 58, 70.
173. See supra text accompanying note 123.
174. Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) was threatened with litigation in
connection with the regional transportation plan in the 1990s. A mediated settlement resulted in
meaningful change in the planning process and set the stage for future collaboration on
environmental justice issues. See the case study describing this dispute at Southern California Environmental
Justice
Case
Studies,
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/enviromnent/ejustice/case/case4.htm (last visited Apr. 3, 2010). See also
Alana Knaster, Gregory L. Ogden & Peter Robinson, Public Sector Dispute Resolution in Local
Governments: Lessons from the SCAG Project, I PEPP. DISP. RESOL. L.J. 177, 177-232 (2000)
(discussing the history of public sector dispute resolution in southern California).
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the placing of facilities in their communities. These earlier models can be
adopted to address climate change issues or a mediated process may be
utilized to negotiate new models appropriate to the long-term nature of the
climate change planning process.
Fair share allocation of reduction targets; revenue and cost sharing.

This set of issues represents a new arena without precedent that would lend
itself to an ad hoc process, such as mediation. The convening would set the
shape of the table, address representation, and allow for critical dialogue
which would make tradeoffs and compromise possible. The product of these
negotiations could be a formula that would be applied across the board or a
specific process for addressing each new set of issues and responsibilities.
Although not described in the case studies, in 2000 the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) region adopted a dispute resolution
process that was created through a mediated negotiation process for
resolving regional housing need allocations.175 This process expedited
settlement of disputes over the allocation and avoided significant litigation.
C. Local Level

Many of the issues that have been listed in this article that would
engender controversy at the local level are suitable for mediation, but
decision on whether to rely on that process or another vehicle for eliciting
public input is dependent on timeframes and the politics of the situation.
Many local site-specific disputes have been successfully mediated. Issues
that are likely to be most appropriate for mediation are the permitting of
energy facilities or new green businesses climate change-related ordinances.
New green businesses. Many communities are actively seeking to
attract new industry and businesses that produce "green" products. 7 6 The
belief is that these have good potential to create stable jobs, increase the tax
base, and are less likely to be challenged by traditional opponents of
development. It is precisely this need to balance the impacts from the
benefits that would make these suitable for mediation. As described for
projects of statewide or regional benefit, the mediation process provides a

175. See William Fulton, Housing Allocation Process Demands Overhaul, But Ideas Are
Missing, 18(4) CAL. PLAN. & DEV. REP. (2003), availableat http://www.cp-dr.com/node/786.
176. See, e.g., Kurtis Alexander, Green Entrepreneur Eyes Shut-Down Davenport Cement
Plant,
SANTA
CRUZ
SENTINEL,
Feb.
13,
2010,
available
at
http://www.scsextra.com/story.php?sid=93014 (discussing the opportunity for converting a former
cement plant into a plant that takes carbon dioxide from the air and produces an environmentally
friendly form of cement; exemplifies a community collaboration on re-use that could lend itself to a
mediated process; the existing cement facility was the source of public controversy over air pollution
and noise for decades).
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vehicle for all interests-parochial and global-to engage on equal footing.
The process would also result in agreements on a project or sites for
projects, rather than end in regulatory limbo or lengthy litigation.
The cost of delay in this context is an important consideration in
selecting a mediated negotiations approach. Opponents of a project may be
hoping that delay makes a project infeasible. On the other hand, opponents
may agree that new green industry and economic development is important
to the community; what they may dispute is the location or type of project
that is being proposed. Mediation gives them the opportunity to shape the
outcome and craft a mutually acceptable product.
Climate action plan, jurisdictional GHG reduction plans; "green

ordinances." The traditional planning and ordinance development process
has worked over the years and lends itself to a variety of public engagement
techniques at various stages of the process. Mediation would be an effective

tool if decision-makers and stakeholders envision a particularly divisive
process on these subjects or if the conflict appears to be headed to court.
Such issues as changes in zoning requirements, reduction targets for private
industry, and penalties for non-compliance might benefit from the sharing of
technical expertise and structured talks. As evidenced in the each of the
mediation case studies, these issues are ripe for phasing tradeoffs that might
allow for greater flexibility in the early years of permitting in exchange for
more stringent requirements into the future. They might also result in an
agreement that establishes a pilot program overseen by the negotiations
group that would serve as the basis for a subject program or regulation.
V.

CONCLUSION

The first draft of this article began with the premise that one of the key
elements necessary for achieving a consensus-sharing common groundexists regarding the need to address climate change. The tone of that draft
was far more optimistic about the opportunities for collaboration on how
environmental protection and economic growth could be married. Just prior
to the recent Copenhagen Climate Change Conference, government leaders,
representatives of industry, and nongovernmental organizations appeared in
agreement on the urgency to reduce green house gas emissions. What
remained to negotiate was the menu of options, timeline, and the cost.
These in themselves represent a significant challenge, but the "retreat" at
Copenhagen will now make each of the negotiations on strategies for
reducing emissions more difficult. It is likely that each future negotiation
will begin with a debate over whether a crisis truly exists. Nevertheless, as
503
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the discussion in this article has demonstrated, the use of mediated
negotiations remains a viable tool for addressing climate change conflicts
despite this additional challenge.
As the criteria for determining whether a mediated negotiation is
feasible have been considered, it appears that a number of conflict scenarios
in the climate change arena lend themselves to a mediated approach. There
are overlapping jurisdictions and diverse interests that must be
accommodated. There is uncertainty regarding the outcome of future
regulations. Litigants who have filed against a particular project are not
interested in "fixing" an EIR, but in getting a seat at the table to revise a
proposed project. The cost of winning is onerous for many of the disputants,
and although delay may be an immediate goal, lengthy delay may raise the
cost of the ultimate project or the cost of compliance. In many of the
conflict arenas, there is a need to preserve a long term relationship among
government agencies and an interested public.
In conclusion, mediation is an effective tool for addressing complex,
multi-party conflicts and for forging collaboration on contentious issues that
require tradeoffs and negotiations among interests. Mediation is not the only
tool that can accomplish these objectives, but it is a process that has been
successfully implemented in regulations and tested across the United States
and in Canada at all levels of government. It is also a tool that can be
complemented by other strategies and techniques for engaging public
engagement.
This article is intended to give decision-makers and the many
stakeholders who are seeking opportunities for improving public
involvement in decision-making on climate change options for enhancing
that engagement. Mediation has its advantages and challenges, as have been
described in this article. It is not appropriate for every conflict and every
situation. On the spectrum of maximizing public involvement, mediation
has the advantage of being the most inclusive process because it places
stakeholders in a shared role with elected officials and community leaders.
Those who have actually participated in the process, contrasted with those
who have observed on the sidelines, recognize that it involves hard work and
a time commitment.
This article concludes with a quotation from the last set of
recommendations of the Pacific Offshore Cetacean Take Reduction Team
whose proceedings were described under case studies. 17 7 This statement
acknowledges the value that the process had for the individual participants
and the public at large that they represented:

177.

See supra text accompanying notes 152-66.
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At the time the POCTRT was established, reducing the levels of take seemed
insurmountable. Because of the willingness of TRT members to solve problems and
compromise, NMFS staff, working with other government agencies, the fishing industry,
NGOs, technical experts and the public have succeeded in establishing a program that has
achieved remarkable progress in reducing the bycatch of marine mammals. This success
demonstrates that other Take Reduction Teams can likewise address and solve difficult
resource management challenges. 178

178.

POCTRT, supra note 166, at 1.
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DEPARThENT OF ISH AND GAME
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March 25,2009

•Cfton Price, Public Wors Director
City of Soledad ;
Post Office BOX 156

,S d 1, alif rnia 083O

suba wgated Ngat

fift is SobdadWaslawa teTrieabnnt
Declamtion (CMND)

Plant WindTurbine Energy Project (SCH No. 2009021111)

Dear Mr. Price:
Spiotded
The Department of Fish and Game has reviewed the proposed MND for hle
Wastewater Treatment Plant Wind Turblne Energy'Project (Project). The Project
proposes to Instal seven (7)wind turbines at the eoisting wastewater treatment plant
southwest of the City of Soledad, adjacent to the Salinas River, In Monterey County.
Each turbine would be on a solid pole with a hub height oft 21 feet Each thme-blade
rotor would have a 684oot diameter, making the total turbine height 155 feet
Wind energy projects are new to the Salnas Valley. and as a result we do not have
avian and bat impact data from local projects with which we may adequately predict
potential impacts ftor this Project. Avian and bati-prcts at Wind .Ongysites In tna
paris of the State have proven to be substantial, and the proposed PIroject shares some
of the tactors which oantiflte to signifcatinpacts at other sites. The proposed
turbine height and mr diameter are wititin the range of other turbines which are known
ratem Severalapier species re known to fy.
to'take' raptor speces at relativ*
regularly over the Prjet site and may be exposed to mortality, Including the fully
(&lanus !eucurus), the fully protected and State endangered
profeecte whilttalled ite
American peregrine falcon (Falco peegfrnus emercanrum), and the Species of Special
Concern Northern harrier (Cblws cyaneua). Further, the Salinas Valley and particularly
the Soledad tres hove the added oomplication of supporting regular flights of the fully
protected, State and federally endangered California condor (Gymnogyps eafilbmianus).

Finally, the Project location contains open water features on. and off-site and is Inclose
proximity to the Salinas River riparian corridor both of which are factors that contribute
to high rates of bat use,
Given the known risks of wind turbines at other sites. and the species and habitats
associated with this Project, we offer the following comments to aid Enavokling and
mi.nrizing avian and bat imacts and to itrengthen the Projes California

COO ng~ Cdqiorhtia's W 7fli rc 1870
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Environmental Qualdy'ct (CEQA) analysis and 3gnflIcanco deteninatlons. The
Pro~s rec
a
surveys detected several "rdflag speciesend use
patterns. Based or he results of these prelirinary srvey and the klamn ondor use
potms, the Pmroct w arents furlher study develop a baorme, tvesbolds of
signIficance, and feasible mitigation. We recommend that the MND Identify the
thresholds. rather than deer, g theM to agency consultation after Project appaovl!.
The Department recommends completing one year of regular bird and bat use surveys
prior to Proect approval to determine appropriate mitigation (such as alternative sites
and designs) and to suppod the significance detenminatlons. We also recommend
developing a scientific carcass search method as a tool for determining whether the
Projec meets permit condons during operaSon. The Department's opinion Isthat the
Prjt as propQod may rseut in kapacto Californa odc, and recommend
explodng measures to avoli the potena inpacts. Please see the Caffwnb Energy

Commission (CEC) and Depatent guidem (307) for

sggested survey methad

and potential mitigaton strategies. Last we recommend focused surves for
Ccgdon's tarplant (Centrmadta panyissp. congdonh) if they have not already been
completed.
CECA Authority. 'The Deportment Isa Trstee Agency with the responslbft under
CEQA for cornientin9 on projects that could Impact fish and wildlife resources.
Pursuant to Fish and Game Code Section 1802, the Department has jusdIcion over
the oonservation, prolectio and management of fish, widlife, native plants, and habitat
necessay fr biorgay sustainable popudatin of those speces. Asa~rustee.
Agency forfish and *Wle resources, the Department Isresponsible for providlng, as
avalab biological experse tb review and comment on envronment2 documents and
Impacts adsing from project activities, as those ternrs am used under CEQA.

-

sol lne Data for iologl al RosourcesfDeforrod Essential Studies: Courts have
repeatedly not supported conclusions that Impacts are mitigable when essential studies,
and therefore Impact assessmento, are Incomplete (Sunds om v.CountyofMandodno
(1988) 202 CaL App. 3d. 296; Genfry v. My of MuJrdeta (1995) 38 Cal. App. 4F 1359;
Endangered HabAt Leaguo, Inc v. Comt of Orango (200)131 Ca. App. 1777).
The MND documents four reconnelssance4evel bird and bat sumreys conducted In
October2008 and concludes that the Impacts to birds and bats ae mitigabe. The
Department recorends fondwing the California Guidenes for Reducing Impacts to
Birds and Bats from Wind Energy Development (CEC end DFG 2007) to gather
adequate bogIalfnpact ssessmentdatafor Wd energy development On
November 16.2008. Department staff reommended to the Clty's consultants. PMC.
woritng on this Project that bird and bat use data should be colected with methods
folwing thiCEO and Department guidelbn. The Departmients opinion is that the
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surveys completed to date do not estabflsh an adequate baseline for assessing
impets and developing mItIgation, The October surveys ware reconnalssance-levl.
completed during a time of year that would not detect seas onal variations and
movements (eg.. wintering and nesting species), and provided no information on which
.bat spedes or how many bate utilize the Project siteo.
The Depatment recmmends bird and bat surveys to determine species composition.
occurrence, frequency, and behavior relative to the risk zon (rotor-swept area). For
this Project site, we recommend weedy accustic monitoring for bats and weely diurnal
bird counts Wrone year, to provide an adequate baseline. The MND should also
consider wtether the Project may lake' nocturnal migrants, such as songbtds.
Nocturnal mfigrant counts may be warranted to determine this potential risk.
Deferred Mrtigation: The Court of Appeal In Sasv Joaquirr RaptorRescue Centerv
County of Mearod (2007) 149 Cal.Alp.4th 545 struck down mitigation measures which
required formulating management plans developed In consultation with State and
Federal wildlife agencies after project approval, CEQA Guldelines (Section 15126.4
(a)XXB)) elso 6tlpulate that ItIs not appropriate to defer feasible mitigation measures to
a future date, Mitigation measure MM 4-2 defers the development of mitigation
measures for bats to consultation with the Department after Project approval.
Thresholds offi gniftance: Mitigation measure MM 42 proposes cgnsuitlg with the
Department to determine bat mortft threholds of signlfiance after Project approval.
We request cadfication on how signiticmce determinations were made for this Project
given that thresholds of significance have not been established and basaltee bat data
were not cotlected for the Project at. Thresholds should be established to determine
wheher the potential Impacts exceed the thresholds, whether the proposed mitigation
W .resces
ft to Wes below the thresholds, mid to se as triggers for mitigating
unanticipated impacts. Without specific threshiold s, the significance of the potential
impacts and effectiveness of proposed mitigation is unclear. In addition, the mitigation
as proposed is open.ended and would be difficult to enforce.
Bats: As the MND discusses, the Project may result In bat mortality. The Department's
oplnion Is that the eatent of bat 'nortalitles, the opecies that are likely to be taken, and
the potential significance of these Impacts have not been adequately characterized, as
discssed above. We recommend following the CEC and Dapafrrent guidelines (CEC
and DFG 2007) to devetop adequate baseline data for" bat Impact analysis. Generally,
where bat data are unavailable, we request that appflcants employ acoustic or other
monitoring teh niqu es to charactee the bat use of wind project sites for one year pri r
to CEQA analysis.
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The potential for bets to utilize this Project site Ishigh given the suitable foraging habitat
on-site and the Project's proximity to suitable roost and foraging areas in the Salinas'
River corridor. The Salinas River corridpr provides suitable mosting and foraging
habitat for many specis, while the Project site contains open wate features onducive
to foragig. The treatment and evaporation ponds on-site; as well as the Iditch" with
open water an dparian vegetation adjacent to the proposed turbine iocaliom, Incease
the potential for bats to utilize the Project site. In addition, marry bat species forage
over agricultural lands such as those adjoining the Project on three sides.
Red bats forage In agricultural areas and may roost In the Salinas River iperlari
corridor, adjacent to the Project site. Prior to Project approval, acoustic monitoring
should be completed to determine whether red bats and other bat species ut ilze the
Project ste to adequately characterize the effects and acilitate the development of
rnfgaton.
Even what may be perceirved as low mortality rates may have signiticant effects on bat
populations, Many of the bat species that the Project has the potential to Uke' are in
decline and have naturally low population growth potential. They occur In low numbers,
have few naturbi predators, reproduce at low rates, and are long-lived (20 to 30 years).
These characteristics make bats relatively more susceptible to significant, adverse
population effects from introduced mortality sources.
Bird Protection: The Department has Jrisdiction over aclionis that may result In the
disturbance or destruction of active nest sites or the unauthorized take of birds.
Sections of the Fish and Game Code that protect birds, their eggs and nests include
Sections 3503 (regarding unlawful 'take,* possession or needless destruction of the
nest or eggs of any bird), 3503.5 (regarding the 'take,' possession or destruction of any
birds-of-prey or their nests or eggs), and 3513 (regarding unlawful "take' of any
mTigratory nongame bird). Discussion on the potential for Projectrelated 'take' of
*pwil avian spedes follows In subsequent portions of this letter.
California Condor. Fish and Game Code Section35111 (pcohibition on takn of fully
protected birds) predudes any authorized 'take" of Califorria condor. The Department
believes that the Project as currently proposed has the potential to 'take' California
condors. Further, the MND does not propose specific measures to avoid 'take" of this
critically endangered and fully protected species. We do not consider potential 6ordor
impacts to be speculative when condors are kn own to routinely fly over a proposed wind
energy project site. ,
ct ste is r.Whin the ffght path of condors which
As the MND discusses, the Pr,%
regutarly move between the Santa Lucia and Gabilan Mountains. "TheDepartment
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agrees that the current potential for take" appears to be low given the edstlng flght
data; however, the Project design and location do not preclude the potential for lea of
CalifornIa condor. The MND notes that recorded flights within 10 kilometers of the
Project were greater than 300 feet over the valley floor and some were less than
150 feet over foothills within 2 to 3 kilometers of the Project, The recorded flights over
the valley floor to date may be higher than the turbines, but we caution that the date do
not demonstrate that all
flights would be higher than thu proposed turbines as the MND
states. Condor locations are recorded only periodically and only for 25 percent of the
condos. Monitored condor 0mclons and attitudes between data point reoordings are
unknown, as ar the locations of 75 percent of the birds.
Considering that the rotor tips would be 155 feet high, the assumption that all flights
would be over 300 feet leaves little room (145 feet) for error. In addition, thvose 300-foot
heights were based on Global Positioning System data with a 4S-foot margin of error,
and measured from topographic maps with an unknown elevation error or contour
Interval.
Condor foraging In the Salinas Valley Isexpected to increase during the life of this
Project. C6ndor spatial use, Lneludin foraging sites, is already beoming more variable
and opportunistic. Th Salinas River corridor Is one potential foraging area. A lack of
recent condor observations on valey floors is Mkely related to the fact that most of the
anirrials' habitat use is signiflantly aff'ected by feeding stations located away from valley
floors. Hiistorc accounts of condors prior to their removal from the wild Included
Piain and the
observations of feeding on valley floors and low hIlls such as the Carr
Clame Hils
Given that the Safmas Valley floor may supply enough wind for wind energy
development, we disagree with the assessment that the lack of wind limits condor use
of the valley floor. Any strong surface wind, not just updraft, can facilitate condors
tafig off from the ground,
is also a fully protected species pursuant to Fish
White-Tailed Kite: White-tailed Idte
and Game Code Section 3511 and the Department cannot authorize their take.' The
MND documents that the reconnaissance-level bird surveys detected white-tailed kite
hying regularly acoss the Salimas River riparian area and into the Project site, which
suggests that the PrJect may result in 'take" of this fully protected species.
Northem Harrier. Northem harrier Iia Qalifornia Bird Species of Special Concern
which Is in decline in M-rtrey County (Davis and Niemel 2OO0). The MND
documents thatthe reconnaissance-level bird surveys detected northern harriers flying
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regularly across the Salinas River riparian area and Into the Project site. This suggests

that the Projet may result in take of this spades,
Peregrine Falcon: In November 2008, PMC saff working on this Project informed

Department staff that one or multiple peregrine falcons regularly preyed upon
shorebirds at the Project site. The MND does not disclose this Information; we request .

clarification on the status of this speol.s at the Project site. In addition to being State
endangered. peregrine falcon Is a fully protected species pursuant to Fish and Garme
Code Section 35111; and the Department cannot authorize its 'take."

Predicted Mortality Rates: The MND's predIcted mortady rates for raptors Is
0.70 raptors per year. We request clarification on how this number was developed
considering that the four days of reoonnalssance4evel filrd surveys are Inadequate to
determine bird use rates. This Is Important because this mortality rate, undefined
sgnificance thresholds, and mitigation measures which do not mitigate mortality for
multiple species already known to utilze the site are the basis for the MNEYs
determination that avian Impacts have been mitigated to less than significant levels.
The assessment that the proposed turbine design minimizes avian mortality risk Is also
problematic. The proposed 155-foot tall turbines have a height and rotor-swept area
lmilar to the older rmehines at Altamont Pass which resulted in high mortality rates, yet.
the MND concludes that the proposed turbines would result in relatfvely lower reptor
mortality because they are -newer generatior." Tubular-tower and lattice-tower designs
at Altamont Pass with hub heights (e.g., 79 to 141 feet) and rotor diameters (e.g., 66 to
108 feet) similar to the proposed Project caused the high mortality rates referenced In
the MND (Thelander et al. 2003). For oomparison, the Project proposes tubular tbwers
with a 121-foot hub height and 68-foot roto diameter. We caution that the proposed
design is actually very similar to the older installations at Altarnont; further, contrary to
what the MND states, itis not dear that the age of an Installation has any relation to

avian Impacts (CBG
and DFG 2007).

Quantified estimates of potential avian mortality are unsupported without site-specifc .
bird use data The Department recommends bird use counts on all wind energy
projects, including this Project, prior to impact analysis (CEC and DFG 2007).
Pond Netting: The MND proposes covedng all ponds on-site with netting to extcde
birds. The intent Is to deter raptor use of the site by reducing available prey (wMterfowl
and shorebirds). Wesupport this approach but note that pond netting has proven only
partially sucessful at most locations. This measure may deter some use by peregrine
falcon, but is unlikely to deter all use and would mostly likely riot reduce visitation by
other raptor species, Including the fully protected species while-taIled kie and the
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Species of $eial Concern northern harrier. This mitigation measure therefore does
not minimize Impacts to multiple raptor species.
In addition, pond netting itself can pose a risk to wildlife. The monofllament grid
proposed as an option may.Interfere with bat species which forage over open water.
We recomend a denser mesh design that Is more detectable to bats.
Carcass Searches: Mitigation measure MM 4-2 proposes bat carcass searches during
the first year of operation, with no speclfled frequency or methods. We recommend
developing a scientifically defensible carcass search method based on the CEC and
Department guidelines (2007) and Identifying the methods In the CEOA document. We
recommend also Implementing avian carcass searchoes to determine what the a atual
effects of this Projqect may be. Carcass searches should not be considered mitigation.in
themselves or Inlieu of the baseline studies needed to determine the s$gniflfence of
potential effects. Carcass searci Is atool to det&m
whether the project exceeds
thresholds or permit conditions which should be specified In the MND.
Congdon'e Tarp lent: The MND concludes that the Project site is unsuitable for
Congdon's tarplant. The Department requests cleaflcatlon on whether botanical
surveys were completed during the season when thIs species is detectable or whether
the absence detemination was based on predlicted habitat suitability. Congdon's
tarplant persists Inhighly disturbed, agricultural settings inthe Salinas Valley, including
sites that are similar to the Project slte (e.g., Highway 101 shouldercs dirt parking areas
InChualar).
We recommend that botanical surveys be conducted following guidelines developed by
the Department (http'J/vww.dfg.ca.govlblogeodateacnddpdfsfgudepLt.pdf) and the
United Stat"s Fish and Wildlife Service (http;wwwfwagovlventurelspedlelnfto/
protocols.gu ellnes/docsrbotancatinventories.pdf). Botanical surveys should cover the
entire property and should be timed appropriaty to detect all sp es which may occur
on the properly before CEQA analysis occurs. Use of reference sites is recormmended
for species which are known to socur in the vicinity or which otherwise have a high
potential of occurring on-site.
In conclusion, the Project site's water bodies, proximity to the Salnas River corridor.
and known use by special sttus avian species warrants further impact characterization
nd exploration of mitigation measures. We recommend complting baseline studies to
adewJately characteize the Project's potea Impacts and develop enforceable
mitigation prtorto Project approval. Because the potential effects may be partially
related to the site's proximity to the Salnas River and the evaporation ponds, alternative
Project siting may minimize some of the potential Impacts.
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We look forward to working with you to find solutions for this dhallenging Project. if you
hav any questions rega rding thme comments, please contact Dave Hacker, Staff
Environmental Scientist. at 3196 Hlguera Street, Suite A, San Luis Obispo.
Carforia 93401, by talephcts at (805) 594-152, or by email at dhacker@dfg.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

Jeffrey R. Single. Ph.D.
Regional Manager
cc:

United States Fish and

Wildlife Servlce
2493 Partola Road, Suite B
Ventura, California 93003

V'Tver Kinison-Brown

Monterey County Planning Departmert
168 West AlIsal Street
Salinas, aiformla 93901

State Cleainhouse
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, California 95814
e:

Department of Fish and Game
Scott Flint, Habitat Conservation Branch
Dave Hacker, Central Region
Dab Hillyard. Central Region
Linda Connolly Central Region
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APPENDIX B
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE FOR
REFORMULATED AND OXYGENATED GASOLINE

ORGANIZATIONAL PROTOCOLS
L

PARTICIPANTS

a. Interests Re rvsented. Any Interest that would be significantly affected by an EPA
guideline or rule with respect to reformulated gasolin detergent additives, and
oxygenated fuels marketable credit trading or labeling may be represented in the
negotiations.

b. Interest Caucuses. Organizations, companies, or individuals may join with other allied
interests to form a caucus. An interest caucus may authorize one or more individuals to
represent the caucus.
c.

2Te NegotiatingCommittee. Each organization or interest caucus that is a party to the

negotiations shall appoint a designated number of representatives to serve as a member
of the Negotiating Committee. The Negotiating Committee shall consist of the
representatives of the parties.
d. Alternatesfor CommitteeMembers. Each organization or interest caucus that is a party
to the negotiations may designate an alternate. Alternates may substitute for Committee
Members in the event that the Member cannot attend a session of the Negotiating
Committee.
e. Additional Parties. Additional parties may join the Committee after negotiations have
begun only with the concurrence of the Committee and if within the number of parties
permitted under the Committee's charter.
f.

Attendance at Meetings.

(1) Each Committee Member agrees to make a good faith effort to attend each session
ofthe Negotiating Committee. The Committee Member's alternate agrees to make
a good faith effort to attend any Committee meeting that the Member isunable to
attend.
(2) The Committee Member may be accompanied by such other individuals as the
Committee Member believes is appropriate to represent his/her interest
(3) Only the Committee Member or the alternate will have the privilege of sitting at
the negotiating table and of speaking from the floor during the negotiations
without Committee approval, except (a) any Committee Member may call upon a technical adviser to elaborate on a
relevant point, and
(b) pursuant to the Federal Advisory Committee Act, any person attending the
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Committee meetings may address the Committee if time permits or tile
statements with the Committee.
Comstituatts'Jntrnts. Committee Members are expected to represent the concerns and

Interests of their constituents and to ensure ihat any agreement developed by the
Comnmittoo is acceptable to the orgsani2ation or caucus which the Committee Member
represents.

a.

Conwuus. The Committee will openrt by conserisus which for the purpose of this

regulatory negotiation means unanidmity. Committee decisions will be made by the
concurrence of oil Committee Members
b. Workswopr.
(1) Swar workgroups may be omed to address specif issues and to make
recommendations to the Committee. The membership of each workgroup shall
consist of no more than fifteen people. ach organization or interest caucus tLat
b reprevented on the l4egctiating Committ"e may designate members of each
workgroup. Other individuas who the Cmmnittee believes would enhance the

fuActioning of a workgrotip or representatives of intirsts that would be
significantly affected by the topics addressed by the workgrou.p but which is not
otherwise represented on the Negotiating Committee may also serve on that
worIkgrmp, Not all oW
timn or Interest mucuv repreented on the

Negotiating Committee need to participate in each workgroup. The declslon as to
whether or not to participate is the prerogative of that organization or caucus.
(2)

Workgroups are not author.ed to make decisions for the Committee as a whole.
Decisions to orwna a report of a workgroup to the Negotiating Corumilee shall
be made with the cowcumence of all workgroup members who are present at the
eteetiag where the decision is made.

0)

Workgroup meetings will be held between the fun sessio ansd will be scheduled
In the same location and te wheever possIble All Committee Meberswillbe
notfied of all workgroup meetings.

c. Dieovrinue if unproducOve The Comintee may discontinue regotiations at any time
If they do not appear productive.
3. Aonrlt4
a.

Wften Statement. Any agreement reached by the Committee on the guidance or
proposed regulations will take the form of a written statement that will be signed by all
Committee Members. EPA will use the written statement as the basis of guidelines and

proposed regulation(s) to the maximum extentpossibleconslstent with the Agency's legal
obilgations.
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4.

FAatlZrAMRos
Neutral facilitators will work with all the parties to ensure that the processuna smnoothly.
Te facilitators serve at the will of the Commnittee.

5.

MEEIINGS
a.

FACA aid NRA. The negotiations will be oduoted under thie Federal Advisory
Comdmttee Act (FACA) and the Nesotated Rulexnakln Act of IM (NR).

b.

Open Malia . Negotiating sewiens will be announced in the Meral Rgstr prior to
the meeting and, consistent wth FACA requirements, will be open to the public

C. Minuts. The proceedings will not be electronically recorded, but draft minutes of
Comenittee meetings will be kept and approved by the Committee The minutes wint be
made available to the publi an cquo i.

d. Anae.

Meeting agends Will also be developed by cnsens

determnew If Infornation requests axe reasonable and relevant.

The Comittee will

e.

Impasse. If a deadlock or impasse is declared by any party, the facilitators. will be
available to help the deadlocked parties to try to resolve the Umpasse.

f.

Caucus. Any party wany declare a caucurs at any dine.

1. Language from the March 5 draft of the protocols.
7. Language proposed by EPA's O1ftie of Ceeal Counsel at the Maich 14 aweti
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6.

SAS=AU

a,

S FOR TM VARTIES

Good Faith. All parti

agree to act in good faith in all aspects of then negotiations.

Specific offers, positions, or statements made during the negotiations may not be used
by other parties for any purpose out~sde the negoti.tions or as a basis for future

litigation. It is the Intent of the Committee that other attendees of the Committee's
meetings also voluntarily comply with this provision in order to support the regulatory
negotiation process by encouraging the free and open exchange of ideas, views, and
information prlir toactieving consensus. Personal attacks and prejudiced statements will
not be tolerated.
b.

Right to Withdram. Amy party nay withdraw fromthe negotiations at any time without
preudice. The rmiangCommittee Nfemberashall then decide whether to continue the
negotiations.

c.

Od.her Poutomm No party will ake public announcements or hold discusslons with
the press characterizing the position of any other party even I that party withdraws from

the cgotdato
d. Informamimo.
(1)

(2)

All parties agree not to withhold :relevant and non-proprletary lrdbonrtiom,
teVgznIg 'that
t ifive.concern§ may make diselosuro of certain Inoration
unlawful or competitively sensitive. If a party believes It cannot or should not
releae such information, It will provide tlhe substance of the information in some
form (such as by aggregating data, by deleting non-elevant contfifttl
information, by providing surmaries, or by furnishing It to a neutral consultant
to use 0 abstract) or a general description of It and the reason for not providing
It directly. Entssion data shall be treated as provided by 40 CFR § 2301 and
cannot be considered confidential.
Parties will provide inftmation called for by this paragraph as much in advance
of the meeting at which such hfosmation Is to be used as Is reasonably convedenL

(0)

AU parties agree not to divulge information shared by others in confidence.

(4)

InfomatIon and data provided to the Committee in writing is a matter of a public
reeold.

(5)

Nothing contained in these protocols shall restrict EPA's authority pusuant to
114 and 208 of the Cean Air AcL

e. Rulamakfrn Record.
(1)

Minutes of meetings and any other documents prepared or clrc lated in conjunction with the Negota tion shalt be placed in a public docket of the negotlations, but
shall not be placed in any EPA rulemaking docket or considered by EPA as a basis
for rulemaking, except (a) EPA may submit a list of documnents for incusion in a rulemaking docket in
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support ot reguations proposed in accordance with the Committee's written
statement and may include any such listed document in the docket unles
nore than seven Committee niembers object within thirty days, or

(b) factual materi , data,. oraggregations of data that s not confidential and that
wa prepared in con mntion with the negotbio and rele vant to the subject
of the negotiations and of the nemaking.
(2) This provision does not prevent any party to these negotiations from submitting
to any EPA rulemaing docket any document that such party prepared or otherwise generated for use in this negotiation. But no party may make such use of any
document prepared or generated by any other party for ue It this tegtlation.
7. SCHEDULE
Negotiating sessions will be held approxfately every three weeks. The first negotiating
session will be hold on Mard 14 and 15. EPA has set a target date to publsh a Notice of
Proposed Rulemking for reformulated gasoline and the oxygenated labeling requirement by
May 31,1991. The Committee therefore needs to reach a coensus on an NPf, In sufficient
time to meet that scliedul. Moreover, EA is required by statute to publish guldellam for
marketable credit trading for oxygenated fuel by August 15,1991, and the Committee utis
agree on the guldelines In sufildent time to meet this schedule. EPA must pubtish a final nile
for reformubted psolne by November 15, 1991.
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APPENDIX C

MALIBU LAGOON TASK FORCE
MEDIATION PROCESS AGREEMENT,
OB

n

FOR 111E ME IATION PROMHS

1.To identi one or more ear-teras actions which might be taken to inprove the, natural environment En the Malibu Lagoon area,&fined fbr
these purposes as exending north to South
Ivas tb Arizona crno*
at Cmss Creek Roand to the surfwpe, and min agst to wan within the
Malibu Ceek Watershed. Thecest-est boundaries are Malb Canyon andsweet Waterm esa,
the ridgellne in each direrfion.
2. Environmental improvements may include one or more oftie following: a) improvements to.
atue and/or endangeed fik bird, plant or wildlife habtat b) proteetion of hunnhealth and
safety, and c)enhancemnent or restoration of selr-sustahuing wetland areas i the Lagoon orea.

3. Memars of the Task Fonm will be aiganintion; or contruaes with an inteest in
inproving'the natural environment of the Malibu Lagoon area or which could be affected by
proposed actions regarding iprovernen of the Lagoon area. Constituenc s to be represented
woutd Include: 1) smurce and mgulatory govercrat agnwcit. 2) nvi rnmet ud conservaton
groups, 3) water contact users and 4) property owner associatiom and business as sociations
Membership must be confirmed by March 21, 2000, After that date any additional organizations
wishing to parilcipate must be approved by tbe Task Force. Howver, the Task Foc= will not
ravs i its prior decisions

4. Eachraemolrwilldisignate a repentdve. Representative are expected to reflect the:
conc=ns and Interest ofthek organizations or constituencies and to esur that any agreement
seached bythe Task Force is acceptable to their organization. Atramaearepmi ted, but
mut be kept tNformed cfte ises der dscusio. Altemates will not patipte hPull Task
Force discussions unless they are substituting or the member. They may serve on subgroups.
5,Rcpreaertatv es will strWa to attend al) netingf
wil be making a fibnal decislom (aclon .item).

, Draft egmda will indicate iftle Task Force

6.7T goal ofthe Task Force is to reach unanimity on its recommerdatlons; howeverfthe
Task Force is unable to attain this
goal, then concurrenc of 85% of the representatives present
shall be characterifd as agreement by the Task Force. If all of the representatives from a givea
consttecy group we opposed to matte3r under consideratlon. then the 85% approval camot be
characterized as anagreement.
7. Reaching anagrermnet implies that allmembes arm engagn in good lhith
trai
sebi.ng for solutions that aoramodate the needs of all of th mensbe.
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OTHE _QROUjHRj=

FOR TMHEPROCES

8. Agendas will be circulated two weeksprior to each T. k Force metin along with any
materials ready for review prior to the moting.
9. Meetings will start and end on time.
10. Meetings win be facilitated by the Mediator. Representatives may speak only when

recognied by the Mediator, and will yield the floo upon the Media toea mrqtst
11. The mediator or any representative may call a private caucus at any time.
12. Meeting wm be open to thepubli. Time will be reserved for public; commt at the end of
each meeting and pubrlc comment wMill be ilitated by the Mediator.

13. Meeting no tes will be prepared by the Mediator for each session and wil be approved at the
beginning ofthe subsequent meeting.
14. AD members recognize the legitimacy ofthe concens and goals ofother nmxber It is
understood that thde wiL be disagreements on the issues under discussion and that discussions
can be Iteated. There will be no personal attacks: any violators may be asked to remove
themselves from the meeting by the Mediator.
15. The Mediator may commumniate with any representativesonthe Task Force at anytime,
Including during and in-between meeting.
16. Subcommittees may be created by the Task fme to prepare materiah and proposals for
consideration by the full Task Force at its meefings. Subcommittee work produc wll not be
binding on the Task Force or any member, absent approval by the Task force.
17. This medlationprocess isentirety voluntary and anyone can withdraw at any time by giving
notice to the Mediator or one of the Chaiperson.
18. The "FsicForce may terminate the Mediator or this mediation process at any time.

19, Task Force members utnappy with the mediation process sball contact the Mediator directly
with their concens before aing their grievances with the larger public.

20. There ehall be no video or, tape recordings ofme etlngs.
21. Briefannouncements by Members may be made at the beginning ofeach menting
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